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The compound action potential recorded fraom a peripheral nerve is
related to the distribution of conduction velocities, which in normal
and healthy nerves depends on the fiber diameter spectrum, as
observed experinentally by Erlanger and Gasser. We examine the
problem of obtaining a statistical estimate of the distribution
of ccnduction velocities, from the compound action potential re-
corded by surface electrodes. A mieasureent strategy is proposed
in which the compound action potential evoked by a supramaximal
electrical stimulation and the potential evoked by a threshold sti-
mulation of the nerve are measured. A least squares estimator of
the distribution of conduction velocities which uses these mea-
surenents is then proposed. The peformance of this estimator is
evaluated by atparing the estimated distribution of conduction
velocities with that revealed by standard histological techniques.
A detailed probabilistic model of the pathological changes in dia-
betic neurcpathy, which is consistent with the electrcphysiologi-
cal and histological data obtained in the past by others, is deve-
loped. Estimates of the conduction velocity distributions in a
population of neurologically normal subjects and in a population
of subjects suffering from diabetic sensory neuropathy have
been determined. The data are analyzed according to this proba-
bilistic model, and the following interpretations are suggested:
that either all fiber groups undergo uniform segmental denyeli-
nation and remyelination; or that in such a neuropathy, the large
fast coducting fibers are affected by segmental demyeli-
nation, remyelination and axcnal degeneration.
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"The collecting of scientific data is a discri-
minating activity, like the picking of flowers
... and the selection of flowers considered
worth of picking as well as their arrangement
into a bouquet, are ultimately matters of
personal taste".
Arthur Koestler, in
"The Act of Creation"
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G*TER I
PFEVIEW AND MDTIVATION
The problem of identifying the populations of nerve
fibers of different sizes in a nerve trunk on the basis of their
different conduction velocities was first investigated by Gasser
and Erlanger [G2], CE2] in 1924. As result of their pioneering
work, a system for classifying nerve fibers into A,B and C groups
and alpha, beta and gamma subgroups emerged, which with scae small
changes is still the nmost widely used system for classifying
nerve fibers. They also developed at that time an empirical
technique for interpreting the caompound action potential in nerves,
known as the "recxnstruction of the compound action potential"
-9-
method. The basis of this reconstruction procedure is that the
compound action potential is the linear superposition of the ac-
tion potentials fromn the caonent nerve fibers. Despite the
relatively simple setting and modeling of the problem, their
tchnique hasn't been refined in these past 50 years. For ins-
tance, Buchthal and Rosenfalck B11 in an important survey stu-
dy on erve conduction published in 1966, analyze the carpound
action potential recorded fran human peripheral nerve repeating
the Gasser and Erlanger reconstruction method without any impro-
verientS.
As a starting point for this thesis the basic ideas
of Gasser and Erlanger are reviewed and refined on the basis of
some information now available about the intrinsic properties of
nerve fibers and peripheral nerves. It is recognized then that the
ccmpound action potential is a linear transformation of the dis-
tributicn of conduction velocities,which is defined in an appro-
priate sense in terms of the fiber diameter spectrum. The problem
of statistically estimating this distribution frcma the compound
action potential recorded with surface electrodes is then
approached and a solution is proposed.
The ability to estimate in a ncn-invasive way the fiber size
canposition of a peripheral nerve is very desirable for the stu-
dy and understanding of the peripheral neurcpathies (diseases of
- 10 -
peripheral nerves) in humans. Currently, the cnly reliable quantita-
tive way of obtaining such information is through the direct
biopsy of the peripheral nerve. Because of the relatively large
damage caused by biopsy, it is of very restricted use in routine
clinical care and research. The basic motivation for the develop-
ment of the technique described in this dissertation was to pro-
duce a non-invasive electrophysiological method which could -
at least as a screening technique - replace nerve biopsy
The estimated distribution of conduction velocities from
the electrophysiological data was corpared to the one revealed by
standard histological techniques in the ulnar nerve of a rhesus
monkey. The details of this experiment are treated in Chapter
4 of this thesis.
A population of neurologically normal subjects and another
population of individuals suffering from diabetic sensory neuro-
pathy were studied. An approximate probabilistic model to descri-
be the pathological changes in peripheral nerves which undergo seg-
rental demyelinaticn and rnmyelination as well as axonal degeneration
was cconstrcted. The model is consistent with most of the available
histological and experimental data on these pathological processes
as reported by various researcers. Based on this model, the
observed changes in the distribution of conduction velocities of
the diabetic population are interpreted. This interpretation suggests
- 11 -
that the major changes are either segmental demyelinaticn and
remyelination affecting all fibers groups uniformly,or segmental
demyelination and renmelinaticn and axonal degeneration affecting
primarily the large fibers.
The use of surface recording electrodes in all experi-
mental studies reported in this thesis generated the need to solve
sane specific problems such as low signal-to-noise ratios, large
stimulus artefacts and the corruption of the signals by biologi-
cal noise such as muscle EMU. These specific problems are treated
in Appendices 2 and 3.
The primary contribution of this thesis is that a quan-
titative measure of the fiber size carpositicn of a peripheral
nerve is obtained by a purely electrophysiological and
non-invasive technique.
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IAP1TER 2
PERIPHERAL NERVES
2.1- ImNRODUC1ION
Peripheral nerves are cnmm=ication channels which convey
information between the central nervous system - the brain and the
spinal cord - and the rest of the body. They are in general camposed
of afferent and efferent fibers, the forner transmitting information
from the periphery to the brain and spinal cord and the latter in the
opposite direction. The composition of peripheral nerves was first
investigated by Sherrington in 1894 [S41 using the histological
techniques available at that time, and he recognized that efferent
fibers innervating muscles were larger than those innervating the
skin. Eccles and Sherrington [E3] demonstrated in 1930 the existence
- 13 -
of two distinct size groups of motor fibers which were later labe-
led alpha and gamma. While at that time the direct histological
techniques were the most important tools for studying peripheral
nerves, sane researchers started to look at the electrical proper-
ties of nerves, demonstrating that electrical impulses are trans-
mitted at finite velocities.
The study of the electrical activity of peripheral nerves,
was greatly facilitated by the invention in 1890 of the cathode
ray oscillograph by Braun and by its later improvenent. Gasser
and Erlanger [G1] succeeded in recording action potentials fran
the frog's sciatic nerve using the Braun tube in 1922. The work
of Gasser and Erlanger and their associates in the following 15
years produced iqportant discoveries about the electrical proper-
ties of peripheral nerves and nerve fibers and stimulated many
fundamental questions about them. Among other things, they were
able to separate different groups of fibers on the basis of their
different conduction velocities. Three main groups were recognized
and -labeled A,B and C with velocity ranges 5-90 m/sec,2-5 m/sec
and .3-2 m/sec. respectively. Group A fibers were further revealed
to be clustered in ca, and .y subgroups. A and B fibers are myelina-
ted while the C fibers are unyelinated. Usually, fiber size is re-
lated to function, although in a non-unique way. This relation has
been studied more recently by Boyd [B6] and others.This classifi-
cation of nerve fibers is still widely used today with some modi-
- 14 -
fications. Gasser and Erlanger were also the first to conjecture
about the relation of the conduction velocity of a nerve fiber to
its dianeter in 1927 when they proposed a linear relationship [G2];
this was later substantiated by Hursh in 1939 [HI]. In 1937, Er-
langer and Gasser [El] dernstrated expernentally that the carpound
action potential recorded fraom an excised peripheral nerve is the
linearsuperposition of the individual action potentials in each of
its ccrponent fibers. In the following years, the electrical proper-
ties of nerve fibers were more thoroughly understood when a theore-
tical explanation of the generation and propagation of the action
potentials in non-myelinated fibers was advanced by Hodgkin and Hux-
ley in 1952 [H3]. Lillie was the first to suggest in 1925 that exci-
tation and the active processes which maintain propagation of the
action potential in myelinated fibers, take place only at the nodes
of Ranvier [L7]. The saltatory nature of the canduction of the action
potentials in these fibers was experirentally substantiated by the works
of Tasaki[T4]and Huxley and Stampfli [H2] .The picture seemed more or
less catplete for normal and healthy peripheral nerves.
The study and the understanding of diseased nerves was much
less spectacular. Histological studies in abnormal, crushed and
degenerated peripheral nerves had been carried out conccmitant-
ly with normal nerves. In 1948, Hodes [H4] used the electrcphysi-
ological measurenents of motor nerve conduction velocity as a
tool in diagnosing peripheral neuropathies in man and ten years
- 15 -
later Gilliatt and Sears started to study pure sensory fiber
populations with electrophysiological techniques in human neuro-
pathies G6] .The reason for this lag in the electrophysiological
study of neurcpathies is more or less obvious: in man, the re-
cordings of the electrical activities in nerves had to be made
with the nerve fibers in situ ; the first succesful percutaneous
recording from human nerves was obtained by Eichler in 1938[E41
but understandably he had no means of enhancing the very poor sig-
nal to noise ratio which goes with this technique, and his work
was forgotten until 1949, when Dawson and Scott [D2] were able
to improve the signal to noise ratio by photographic superposition
of several nerve responses. The introduction of electronic avera-
ging later allowed the systematic study of the neuropathies.
In all the peripheral neuropathies so far studied by
electrophysiological techniques, the pattern is more or less the
same: there is a global or local reduction in the maximum conduc-
tion velocity and amplitude, and the time dispersion of the
caRround action potential is increased. These observations have
been correlated to various physiological changes: axonal and Walle-
rian degeneration of the nerve fibers, segmental demyelination, re-
myelination, selective loss of fibers etc. Since the initial work of
Gilliatt and Sears 18 years ago, the picture of diseased peri-
pheral nerves has becmne much clearer with the publication of
many studies on the electrcphysiological and histological corre-
- 16 -
lates of neuropathies. But there is still much to be understood and
explained.
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2.2 - PROPERTIES OF MYELINATED NERVE FIBERS
It is now a well established fact that mnalian peripheral
nerves are in general carposed of myelinated A fibers and unmyeli-
nated C fibers. The B group is usually lumped with the A group.
Afferent myelinated fibers innervate sensory corpuscles or comple-
xes in the skin, specialized sensory receptors, muscle spindles and
tendon organs or joint receptors. Efferent myelinated fibers inner-
vate extrafusal or intrafusal muscle fibers and control some speci-
alized sensory receptors. The unmyelinated fibers serve mainly auto-
noaic functions and scre sensory functions. Fibers in the C group
conduct action potentials at very slow speeds and the intensities
of the generated action potentials are so small that they are axDst
impossible to be measured at the surface of the skin. Because of the-
se reasons we will not be cncerned with C fibers in this thesis,
and by peripheral nerve we will always mean the myelinated portion
of the peripheral nerve.
The most cammon terms defining scme of the morphological fea-
tures of an afferent myelinated nerve fiber are shown in Figure
2.2.1
2.2.1 - Relations Between sae of the Measurable Parameters of
Myelinated Nerve Fibers
Some morphological and physical parameters of nerve fibers
- 18 -
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which can be readily measured by histological techniques such as
the external diameter, internodal length, myelin thickness, or by
electrophysiological techniques such as the conduction velocity,
the action potential duration and amplitude have been related expe-
rimentally. We will now briefly describe these findings.
2.2.1.1 - relation betwen conduction velocity and diameter
As early as 1927, Gasser and Erlanger [G2] advanced the hy-
pothesis that a linear relationship exists between the fiber con-
duction velocity and the fiber diameter, namely v = KvD , which
was experimentally verified by Hursh [Hi] in 1939. Hursh found
Kv = 6.0 m/sec.p. This linear relationship was later substantiated
by similar studies done in a variety of species. The values of Kv
found by different investigators are not consistent. Boyd [B5] in
1964 found that fibers in the ventral root of the cat have K ran-V
ging fran 4.5 to 5.7 m/sec.p. Sanders and Whitteridge [S2] found the
smallest reported value for Kv = 3.0 m/sec.p ,in the rabbit. Also
in the rabbit, Cragg and Thomas [C5] reported K = 4.4 m/sec.p. In
v
man indirect measurements of Kv gave Kv = 5.2 m/sec.p, by McLoed
and Wray [M2] in 1967. The sources of these differences in the va-
lue of Kv are not certain but are most likely a combination of the
different methods and techniques used by different workers and
actual differences of Kv between species and even individuals.
- 20 -
2.2.1.2 -Relation between externl diaeter and internodal length
This relaticn has also been found linear, namely X =KxD .
The value of K. in the cat was determined by Hursh [H1] who found
it to be about .090 mrVi. Later workers found that K in different
species can be as low as .050 nm/V in the rabbit, or as large as
.146 m/vi in the frog. In man, the value of K> has been consist-
tently reported as about .095 nW/ u IT2]
2.2.1.3 - Relation between ielin thickness and conductin velocity
Sanders and Whitteridge [S2] found that myelin thickness
is linearly related to conduction velocity and therefore to fiber
diameter. Gasser and Grunmdfest in 1939 [G71 established that the
ratio of the axon diameter/ total diameter is roughly constant, mar-
redly in large fibers, and it has the value of .7. Smith and Koles
[S7] obtained the same result fran an analytical model for myelina-
ted fibers.
2.2.1.4 - Pelation between spike duration, rise tine,and conduction
velocity.
The duration of the action potential, T, and the conduction ve-
locity of the nerve fiber seem to bear an inverse relationship,
namely T = Kr/v. If the direct measurements of T and v done by
Erlanger and Gasser [El,pg. 26] are used to determine the least
squares estimate of KT, then the graph shown in Figure 2.2.2 is
- 21 -
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obtained. Other workers have also recognized this inverse relation,
which is extensively treated in Paintal [P3]; he also reports a
similar relationship between the rise time of the action potential
- defined in som appropriate sense - and the conduction velocity.
These findings are consistent with the assumption that the action
potentials in two different fibers with conduction velocities v1
and v2 are roughly related to each other as h (t) = h(vlt) =
h(v2 (Vl/v2) t) = h2 ((Vl/v2) t), which will be treated extensively in
Chapter 3.
2.2,1,5 - Relation beten the amplitude of the recorded action
potential and the diameter of the nerve fiber
In 1951, based on core conductor theory and saome simple
geanetrical and physical relations, Rushton R4] concluded among
other things that the transrembrane action current should be pro-
portional to the square of the axon diameter. If we accept that
the ratio of the axon dianeter to the external diameter of the
fiber is constant, then the action current should also be propor-
tional to the square of the external diameter. However, Rushton
was bothered by the fact that while all his other conclusions
were in perfect agreerent with the experimentally observed facts,
this one conflicted with the empirical observation by Blair and
Erlanger in 1933 that the heigth of the recorded action potenti-
al was proportional to the fiber conduction velocity [Bll]
- 23 -
which is in turn proportional to the external diameter. Rushton
apparently didn't realize that the transmenbrane potential v (t)
which is roughly the quantity asured in excised conditions as
noted by Lorente de Nd6 L8], is in fact proportinal to axon dia-
meter and it is related to the transnembrane current im(t) as
a2v (t)
im(t) = Kd m
ax2
where d is the axon diameter. Therefore Rushtcn's results are in fact
in agreement with the experimental findings.Hiaever, with the nerve
fiber in situ and surrounded by a volume conductor, the bipolarly
recorded signal fran the nerve s(t) will be proportional to the
transmembrane current, in which case,Rushtorb conclusions are appli-
cable, namely that the height of s(t) is proportional to d2 and
2to the external diameter D.
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2.3 - ELECTROPHYSIOLOGICAL STUDIES IN PERIPHERAL NERVE TRUNKS
In this section we will restrict our attention only to those
peripheral nerves which are primarily cxiposed of muscle and cuta-
neous afferents and efferents. Such are the median, ulnar and ra-
dial nerves in the arm or the sural and peroneal nerves in the leg,
for example. The basic knowledge about the caposition, physiology,
and electrical properties of peripheral nerves was obtained mainly
from the study of these specific nerves. They also have the iCpor-
tant clinical role of providing material for biopsies, and of being
used in the basic electrcphysiological nmeasurements for the diagno-
sis and understanding of polyneurcpathies.
In man, the basic electrcphysiological measurements done
clinically on a routine basis are the determination of the maximrn
:otor and sensory conduction velocities in the above mentioned ner-
ves. The neasurerent of the motor conduction velocity is much simp-
ler than for sensory conduction velocity, and for this reason was
performed more than one hundred years earlier. The basic procedu-
re for measuring the motor conduction velocity is the following:
the nerve is stimulated at two different positions and the evoked
muscle twitch is recorded. The known distance between the two
sites of stimulation and the difference between the latencies
of the two responses are used to find the conduction velocity. This
was the procedure used by Von Helrholtz in 1852 V1], who could
- 25 -
get only a mechanical record of the muscle twitch. He obtained
the surprisingly accurate value of 61 -+5 m/sec. for the motor con-
duction velocity in the human median nerve.
The measurweent of pure sensory conduction velocity in man
was first performed by Dawson and Scott [D21 in 1949. The basic
procedure consists of stimulating a pure sensory branch of the pe-
ripheral nerve, one which innervates a finger for example, and re-
cording the evoked ccFpound action potential at some known distance
from the site of stimulation. In general, a reliable measurement of
the compound action potential can only be obtained through the ave-
raging of several individual responses. The potential from the nerve
can be measured either by large surface electrodes placed on the
skin above the nerve, as Dawson and Scott did [D2] , or by using
needle electrodes which are introduced close to the nerve as repor-
ted by Gilliatt [G8] . The latency of the recorded action potential
is used to calculate the sensory conduction velocity.
More caomplete information can be obtained about the peri-
pheral nerve by analyzing in detail the compound action potential.
Erlanger and Gasser (El] showed in 1937 that the cmpound action
potential fraom a nerve can be estimated fran the fiber diameter
histogram as long as the form of the single action potential is
known. Their reasoning and procedures are described in the following
section.
- 26 -
2.3 - The Reconstruction Of the Ccound Action Potential by
Erlanger and Gasser.
In the specific experiment described in this paragraph,Erlang-
er and Gasser [El] used the frog's sciatic nerve. In order to cb-
tain the campound action potential , they proceeded as follows: The
nerve was excised and placed on two pairs of electrodes. One pair,
closer to the proximal end of the nerve, was used for electrical sti-
mulation. The other more distal pair, had one pole on the crushed
end of the nerve, while the other could be moved along the intact
portion . A typical compound action potential recorded under such
conditions is shown in figure 2.3.1 a). After measuring the ocan-
pound action potential, they took a cross section of the nerve and
obtained the diameter histogram which is shown in figure 2.3.1 d).
The individual action potential frcan each fiber was assumed to have
the same triangular shape and have amplitude proportional to the
square of its external diameter as shown in figure 2.3.1 c) and e).
The latency of each fiber was assured to be inversely proportional
to the external diameter as discussed in paragraph 2.2.1.1. The re-
constructed compound action potential resulted as the algeb-
raic sun of these triangles scaled and displaced according to the
diameter histogram, as shown in figure 2.3.1 b).
The most striking difference between the recorded compound
action potential and the reconstructed action potential is that the
- 27 -
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later goes a bit slower before the first peak,when it starts lea-
ding the former with a constantly increasing difference. By the
tine of the second peak, the reconstructed action potential has a
lead of almost cne millisecond. If the diameter-to-velocity ccnver-
sion factor Kv ,as discussed in paragraph 2.2.1.1, is changed in
a way to improve the match between the two curves in the slower
portions of the comapound action potential, then the mismatch is
acoentuated for the faster components. It seems to us that one of
the essential facts that Erlanger and Gasser didn't csider
in their reconstruction method , is that the duration of the action
potential in each individual nerve fiber depends on the conduc-
tion velocity of that fiber as their own data suggested, and which
was discussed in paragraph 2.2.1.4 and displayed in Figure 2.2.2.
If this "stretching" of the slower action potentials is taken
into account, then it will work against the mentioned systematic
error, and the agreement between the two curves is significantly
inproved.
After showing that the cnopound action potential was a di-
rect function of the diameter histogram of a nerve trunk - in fact a
function which could be defined quite precisely despite the appro-
ximate nature of the basic assumptions - the reconstruction method
played its role and seemed forgotten.
In 1966, in an extensive survey study on nerve conduc-
tion velocity measureaents, Buchthal and Rosenflack B11] applied
- 29 -
the Erlanger and Gasser reconstruction method to their own obser-
vations with one significant difference: they measured the
comaound acticn potential in the median nerve of one subject and
reconstructed it using the diameter histogram taken from the me-
dian nerve of another subject, thus assuning implicitly that the
diameter histogram is the same in all healthy human median ner-
ves. They made their records with needle electrodes placed near the
nerve in a bipolar configuration, so that the basic action poten-
tial had to be approximated by an arrangement of linear segments
more complicated than a triangle, with at least three degrees of
freedom to adjust. These three degrees of freedom were in fact ad-
justed until the best match between the reconstructed and the recor-
ded action potentials was obtained. One could wonder what this re-
construction was intended to prove: a closer look will indicate that
a fairly large set of possible crpound action potentials can be
reconstructed fran any given diameter histogram by varying the
three available degrees of freedom in the basic action potential.
Later, Landau, Clare and Bishop EL61 tried to correlate
the compound action potential recorded from the optic nerve-to the
diameter histogram. They turned to the Erlanger and Gasser method as
the natural way to examine that relationship. They realized
that the process of adding up triangles is lengthy, inefficient,
time consuming and impractical, so they decided to replace the trian-
gles by impulses in order to see the effect of such simplification
- 30 -
cn the reconstructed potential. The result turned out to be very
unsatisfactory as would be expected. In order to caompensate for
the lack of overlap between the impulses of adjacent velocity
groups, they multiplied each impulse by the diameter it represen-
ted. The idea behind this was that by using the triangles, the
degree of overlap between adjacent groups would decrease with
the diameter; by using impulses, this whould be caSpensated for by multi
plying each impulse by the diameter. These ideas can be stated
more clearly: if d is the "bin width" of the diameter histogram
then adjacent bins at D and D+d will contribute triangles de-
layed by K/D and K/(D+d) respectively in the Erlanger and Gasser
reconstruction method; therefore, the two adjacent triangles will
be separated by a time Kd/(D+d)D which is roughly proportional to
the inverse of D2 and not . of D as Landau et al. have reasoned.
In the 1930's the Erlanger and Gasser method was a very in-
genious way to demonstrate the validity of same of the basic proper-
ties and intrinsic relations of peripheral nerves and the electrical
signals recorded from them, as well as the dependence of the charac-
teristics of a whole peripheral nerve on the properties of its cons-
tituent fibers. Frcman the more recent works we can concliude that. the
ideas proposed by Erlanger and Gasser haven't evolved for nearly half
a century, nor have all the possibilities been explored and develo-
ped.
For the sake of ccmpleteness we feel ccmmitted to carment on
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another approach to the study of fiber populations which conduct at
different velocities.in a peripheral nerve. This is presented in the
next paragraph.
2.3.2 - The Separation of Ppulations of Nerve Fibers by Crosscorre-
lat.icn
In a work done in 1962 , Casby, Siminoff and Housenecht
(Cl] approached the problem of separating nerve fiber populations on
the basis of their conduction velocities, by making the basic
assumption that for any naturally occuring nerve stimulation, the elec-
trical activity induced in the population of fibers is essentially
an ergodic random process. The signal recorded by an electrode
at some position along the nerve is the sum of possibly hundreds of
independent randoman processes, namely
N
s(t,x) = £ r.(t) (2.1)
i=l 1
where ri(t) is the train of action potential spikes in the i-th
nerve fiber. The signal recorded by another electrode placed at
x+d will be
N
s(t,x+d) = , ri(t-d/vi) (2.2)
i=l1
where v. is the conduction velocity of the i-th fiber. We can write
(2.2) in terms of the delays Ti = d/vi
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s(t,x+d) = Z r.(t
- T.) (2.3)
If we now sum all those ri(t) which are propagated at velocities
v i such that the associated delays Ti are in some small range center-
ed at rT, and call the sun u j (t) , then
M
s(t,x) = u j (t) (2.4)
j=l
M
s(t,x+d) = £ ui (t-Ti) (2.5)
j=l
Now we take the following expectation,
M
E{s (t,x) s (t+T,x+d) }=E{ E u j (t)u (t-Tj+T) } (2.6)
j=l
the expectations of all the cross terms uJ(t)uk(t'), jtk, are zero
because the processes were assumed independent. The right hand
side of expression -(2.6) is the sun of the autocorrelation func-
tions of the u3(t) processes, narely,
M
E{s(t,x) s(t+T,x+d) } R j T-T j) (2.7)
j=l
If the R -(t) are such that their energies are cnfined essentially
to intervals T j which are smaller than the separation betWen ad-
jacent Tj then the crosscorrelogram betwen s(t,xj and s(t,x+d),
as expressed by (2.7), will show separate peaks for each velocity
group, and the intensity of the activity in any given group will be
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approximately proportinal to the square root of the corresponding
peak in the cross-correlogram.
This cross-correlogram method was applied by Casby et al.
to signals recorded by electrodes separated by distances varying
from 3 to 10 mn. The signals were elicited by natural stimulations
of the area innervated by the nerve, such as: pin prick, hair stro-
king, tapping, burning, etc. The published results show clearly the
different groups of fibers responding to each stimulus. The tech-
nique is highly invasive since the nerve has to be exposed, and is
therefore restricted to animal studies.
In 1973, during the course of a doctoral research at M.I.T.
Rothchild [R2], tR3] , used these same ideas - apparently unaware of
the work of Casby, Siminoff and Housenecht -. to isolate the activity
of different fiber populations in the sciatic nerve of the frog.
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2.4 - Sut AI COCLUIONS
We have seen that there are experientally established re-
lationships between the physical and electrical characteristics of
peripheral nerve fibers. We have also seen that the compound ac-
tion potential depends in a relatively well defined vay on the
distribution of these physical characteristics over the whole ner-
ve cross-section, and that infomatin on how somRe of these physi-
cal characteristics are distributed can be obtained fromn the elec-
trical response of a nerve to a stimulus, which may be an electri-
cal shock or some natural stimulaticn. Two differents methods used
in the past have been described. Both of them have been designed
to reveal peaks of activity at delays Ti which depend on the
conduction velocities vi of the different populations, namely
Ti = d/vi , where d is distance along the nerve, in one case
between the stimulating and recording electrodes and in the
other case between two recording electrodes. In principle,
the peaks can be separated as much as one wishes sinply by
increasing the distance d. This process is ultimately limited
by the total length of the nerve. At this point , it is inte-
resting to illustrate the actual limitations and capabilities
of such methods. Suppose that the total legth of the ner-
ve is L, and that the duration of the action potentials conducted
at velocity v 1 is T1 .Suppose that another action potential is
traveling along the nerve at velocity v2 . The question is: What is
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the minimnn difference between v2 and v1 so that the two action
potentials can be recorded separately ? The maximm separation is
obviously when d = L. Assuning v 2 < vl, we obtain that:
Tv
V2 < V 1/ (l+ -L
Using some reasonable values for T 1 and L, say i msec. and 25 an,
for vl = 75 m/sec. we get v2 < 57 m/sec. The conclusion from this
analysis is that these methods alltow carplete separation only of
fiber populations which are cantered at very different conduction
velocities. In other words: these methods have a very low velocity
resolution power.
In the next Chapter, a model which is consistent with most
of the available experimental evidence is proposed, relating the
properties of whole nerve trunks to the characteristics of its cons-
tituent fibers. Based on this model a technique is proposed to eva-
luate in a quantitative way the distribution of conduction veloci-
ties which depends on the diameter spectrum of a peripheral nerve.
The experimental validation and verification of the proposed tech-
nique will be presented in Chapter 4.
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QMPTER 3
ESTIMATION OF THE DISTRIBUTIION OF CONDUCTION VELOCITIES
3.1 - INTRODUCTION
A model relating the bipolarly recorded electrical signal
fraom a peripheral nerve in situ to same of the properties of its
constituent fibers is constructed. It is shown that the signal de-
pends on the distribution of conduction velocities of the nerve,
which will be defined in a precise way as a function of the fiber
diameter histogram. Up to this point, the model is ccnceptually
identical to that of Erlanger and Gasser [El] , discussed in
the previous Chapter, with sanome minor rodificaticns based on
more carplete experintal evidence. It is then shown that the know-
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ledge of the basic action potential recorded from a single nerve
fiber or from a set of nearly identical nerve fibers, and the
knowledge of the carpound action potential can provide enough in-
formation to estimate the distribution of conducticn velocities.
It is assumed that the electrical signals fran the ner-
ve are recorded bipolarly with a pair of surface electrodes in
order to assure the easy applicability of the technique to human
studies, and that the involved signal-to-noise ratios are very lcw.
The determination of the distribution of conduction velocities is
then viewed as a statistical estimation problem.
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3.2 - TE MODEL
A nerve immersed in a biological mediun, with its axis
parallel to the direction labeled x, is schematically represented
in Figure 3.2.1.On the surface S of the skin, recording electrodes
are placed centered at coordinates (0,y 1 ) and (x 2 ,y 2 ). In sane of
the fibers action potentials are initiated at a point (-p,O), along
the nerve by an electrical pulse applied through a pair of stimu-
lating electrodes. We will start the analysis of this situation by
deriving an expression for the potentials recorded by the electro-
des due to an action potential propagating in only one of the fibers
of the nerve.
The biological mediun has in general non-hoargeneous elec-
trical properties; that is,parameters like electrical conductivity
may change from cne region to another region inside the medium. Ty-
pical values of the conductivities of some biological tissues are
given by Plonsey [P1] , and the extreme values for the conductivity
are .67 mhos/meter for the blood and .04 mhos/neter for the fatty
tissue. This non-harogeneous and in sore sense random distribution
of the electrical conductivities in the iredium makes the descrip-
tion of the current fields virtually an impossible task. Fortuna-
tely for our purposes we need only scre asymptotic results. The
follcatwing assumptions are made about the medium:
i) the medium possesses linearity.
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ii) all the propagaticn, capacitive and inductive effects
are negligible.
iii) the diameter of the nerve trunk is negligible as caro-
pared to the distances of the recording electrodes from the nerve.
The assumption that the medium is linear - which means that
the laws of electrodynamics are applicable - has been substantia-
ted by the experinental work of Lorente de N6 [L8] , who was also
one of the first to study the electrical fields generated by nerves
using electrcnagnetic theory. The second assumption about the me-
dimn - which allows a quasi-static formulation of the problem - is
only apprcbimate and it may sometires be a gross simplification.
For instance, in muscle tissue, the ratio of the capacitive currents
to resistive currents may be as high as .15 at 1 Khz. This value is
about the largest for a variety of tissues analysed by Plonsey Pi 1],
which for other tissues stays around .05. The third assumption
is relatively safe since the diameters of the peripheral nerves which
will be expertentally studied in this thesis - the ulnar and the
median nerves - are about 2 ran, while the distance from the surface
of the skin is about 10 mrn. This will allow us to overlook the diffe-
rent effects of the inhomogeneous medium upon the current fields ge-
nerated by different fibers of the nerve [G9] , [B]; that is, they
can be assumed to be equally affected.
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Under these simplifying assumptions, the potentials at the
electrodes are expressed by:
(0,y1 ) = c f (I (x,y*z)/Rl)du (3.1)
V u
4(X2,y2) = c f (Iu (x,y,z)/R 2)du (3.2)
V
where c is a constant which depends on the average electrical proper-
ties of the medium; R = (x-xj)2 + (yyj)2 + (z-zj)2, j=1,2; Iu is
the volume current source density, and the integral is over a volume
V which includes all current sources due to the propagated action
potential. Fraom the quasi-static nature of the problem (assumption ii)
it follows that the potential arising from a given current source
element in a fiber will have the same temporal behavior as that ele-
ment, namely:
C(xj,yj,t) = c f (Iu(x,y,z,t)/Rj)dU (3.3)
V
so that the dependence of the potential on the conduction veloci-
ty v can be written as
O(xj,yj,t) = c f (I (x-vt,y,z)/Rj) du (3.4)
The potential difference 0i(t) between the two electrodes due to an
action potential in the i-th fiber of the nerve, assuming that the
electrode properties are stationary in time, is therefore given by:
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Oi(t) = (-vit,Yl) - (x 2 -vitY2) _ h(vit) (3.5)
We will now derive an expression for the potential diffe-
raence recorded by the electrodes due to action potentials propa-
gating on N different fibers of the nerve, not necessarily all
with the same propagation velocity. This potential is the carpound
action potential recorded by surface electrodes. The follow-
ing additional assumptions are made;
iv) the action potentials propagated by different fibers
have essentially the same shape, hi(x-vit), which means that the
potentials recorded from fibers i and j are related as:
.i(t) = h(vit) = h(vj (v./vj)t) = 4j(vit/vj) (3.6)
without accounting for the scaling as described in paragraph
2.2.1.5.
v) the skin/electrode junctions are linear.
Assumption iv) is supported by the experinental work of
Erlanger and Gasser [El] as described in paragraph 2.2.1.4. It must
be euphasised that it depends strongly on the quasi-static for-
mulation of the problem, and it is probably much more sensitive to
departures froman this simplification than to the minute variations
in the shape of the action potentials fran fiber to fiber.
We introduce now the following notaticn:
h(vit) = hi(t) (3.7)
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Because of v) and considering that the amplitude of the
recorded action potential depends on the conduction velocity as es-
tablished in paragraph 2.2.1.5, we have that the potential recorded
by the electrodes due to activity in N fibers of the nerve is:
N 2
ct) = Z KvI hi.(t) (3.8)
i-l
Let's partition the interval [vmvM] where vm and are the mini-
nmum and the maximum values of the conduction velocities which fi-
bers-of the nerve may have, into M < N subinte rvals A. =[vij ,v j )
j=l...M, and let's define the distribution of conduction velocities
8j as the nunber of fibers which have ccnduction velocities in Aj,
scaled by Kv2 . We can then approxrimate (t) by:
M
M(t) Z= 8 jh(vjt) (3.9)
j=l
The vector IS1 ... 8M ] represents the distribution of conduction
velocities, and it depends on the fiber diameter histogram S(DY in a
well defined way: S(D) can be represented by the M-vector S - ....
[S1 ... SM] , where Sj is the number of nerve fibers which have the
external diameter in the range Dj_l,Dj ) . Since Dj = vj/Kv as es-
tablished in paragraph 2.2.1.1. we get that
2 2j K S(v/K Kv; S. (3.10)
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Expression (3.8) establishes a linear relation bet-
wen the recorded ccnpound action potential and the distribution of
conduction velocities. The validity of this relation can be substan-
tiated by the following experiment, described in the next paragraph.
3.2.1 - Eit l Verification of Linearity
Two nonoverlapping sets of fibers can be stimulated
separately by stimuli sl and s2 when the nerve branches at sane point
into two or more distinct sections. First the set of fibers which
forms one of the branches is stimulated by s l, and X l(t) is recorded
Then the other set of fibers in the other branch is stimulated by
s2' and ~2(t) is recorded. Finally, both sets are stimulated simul-
taneously with l and s respectively and 01+2 (t) is recorded. Be-
cause of linearity, we must have that:
#1(t) + 02 (t) = 9 1+ 2 (t) (3.11)
The ulnar nerve which together with the median and the
radial nerves innervates the hunan hand, has three main sensory
branches which innervate fingers 4 and 5, as shown in Figure 3.2.2.
The branches labeled 1) and 2) can be stimulated independently from the
branch labeled 3) by a pair of stimulating ring electrodes placed
on finger 5.Also, branch 3) can be stimulated independently by a
stimulus s2 applied to finger 4.The recording of the compound ac-
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tion potential is done by two by two electrodes pasted on the skin
at the elbow over the ulnar nerve. The following measurenents were
made:
a) branch 3) was stimulated by a brief electrical shock of
100 microsec. duration and amplitude 18V, applied to the ring elec-
trodes placed on finger 4. Since it was just below the threshold for
pain, it was supposed to stimulate nearly all fibers in that branch.
The stimulus was applied at the rate of 2/seccnd and in order to im-
prove the signal-to-noise ratio 2048 individual responses were ave-
raged. The averaged waveform is ahown in Figure 3.2.3.
b) branches 1) and 2) were stimulated using the ring elec-
trodes placed on finger 5. The stimulus was anelectrical shock, deli-
vered at the rate of 2/second, with 100 microsec. duration and 12V
amplitude, also just below the threshold for pain; 2048 individual
responses were averaged and the resulting waveform is shown in Figu-
re 3.2.4.
c) all branches in both fingers were stimulated simultaneous-
ly by the same stimuli used in a) and b) ; the average of 2048
individual responses is shown in Figure 3.2.5,and with different time
and amplitude scales,in Figure 3.2.6
If linearity holds, then it should be true that:
Ys +yS - Ys+s 2 = 0(3.12)
if the easurents were perfect - that is without measurenent noise.
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For noisy meIasurts, we should have:
YS + Ys Ys+s2 =W (3.13)
where w = w + wS W is the sum of all the measurement
1 2 S1+S2
noises, which are assumed to be zero mean, independent gaussian
processes. The residual according to (3.13) is shown in Figure 3.2.6
b). Assuming that the squared norm of Ys+s2 is one, then the
squared norm of the residual is 4.7x10 3 . This shows that at least
for these branches of the ulnar nerve, the linearity assumption is
justified.
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3.2,2 -The Msur t. Stra y
The measureennt of 0 (t) as defined by (3.8) is always
corrupted by noise. The problem of estimating the distribution of
ccrducticm velocities 8 can therefore be posed in the following
way: given,
M
y(t) = Z Bjh(v.t) + ny(t) , 0< t< T (3.14)j=l
where B and h(vIt) are as defined in the previous paragraph and
Yn(t) is neasurmeent noise, mxdeled as a gaussian, zero mean, white
noise process with E{n(t)n(T)} = a 6 (t-T); we would like to es-
timate .Let' s consider that olly a finite set of discrete sam-
ples of y(t) are taken at ties t i = iA ,i = O,...T/A . Expressima
(3.14) can then be written as:
y = H8+n (3.15)
-Y
where y and n are vectors in , N = T/A + 1; is in R; H i s a
linear map H:R - RN, with elements defined by H = [hi j]=
= (vj.ti ) 3 .The estimaticn of 8 would be a well posed linear estima-
tion problem if h(vjt) were krnown exactly, and the maximun like-
lihood estimate of s under such conditions is given in [Rl] or
[L5] by
^ -L
_8 = (H'H) H'y (3.16)
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Unfortunately this classical result cannot be applied be-
cause H is ccrtpletely unknown a priori.
We will now approach the problem of how a priori information
about H may be obtained by stimulating the nerve near the threshold.
First, we will discuss the response of the nerve under such conditions.
In 1933, Blair and Erlanger [B1ll observed that when an electrical
pulse is applied repeatedly to a nerve the following types of respon-
ses can be observed:
a) subthreshold: the nerve fiber will not respond to any of
the stimulating pulses.
b) near threshold: the nerve fiber will respond to sane of
the pulses and it will skip others in a random way.
c) suprathreshold: the nerve fiber will respond to all of
the stimulating pulses.
The range of stimulus intensities over which the nerve fiber
behaves as in b) (that is, near threshold) has been found to vary from
fiber to fiber,as reported by Verveen and Derksen [v2], but it is of
the order of 1% of the threshold intensity. The threshold in-
tensity is defined as the intensity wich causes a 50% probability of
response.
Another fact observed by Tasaki in 1953 [T3] is that the thre-
shold of a nerve fiber is inversely proportional to fiber diameter. His
results are shown in Figure 3.2.7. Based on his data, we would expect
that if a weak stimulus is applied to the nerve, say at the level A indi-
cated in the Figure, then only a few fast conducting fibers will res-
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pond. In the example, only two of the largest fibers would be stimu-
lated, with diameters of about 13.5 and 14.5 microns. Using Kv =
6 m/sec.micrcn, the respective velocities are 81 m/sec and 87 m/sec.
Under these conditicns, the average of a large number of recorded
cxopound action potentials will be composed of action potentials
fran these fibers. Suppose that the action potential for each fiber
lasts about 1.5 msec. At a distance of 15 an fran the site of stimu-
lation, they will be separated by .17 msec., so that the averaged
carp0ound action potential will last about 1.67 msec. We could ccnsi-
der it, with soce error, as having the shape of a single action poten-
tial travelling at 84 m/sec., the mean of the two fiber velocities,
assuming that both were stimulated at threshold. The conclusion is
that by using near threshold stimulus intensity, a response typical
of the fastest fibers is obtained.
This result is slightly complicated by the additional fact that
when a fiber is stimulated near threshold, there is a randanom variation
in the onset tine of the elicited action potentials, [Bl1], [P4]. For
short electrical pulses, say up to 100 microsec. duration, this
randamness associated to the timing of the action potentials is
around ± .1 msec. as reported by Erlanger and Gasser in [E] , but
for stimuli of longer duration, say above 2 msec, it can be as much
as ±.6 msec. as reported by Poussard (P 4. Therefore, when a single
nerve fiber is stimulated repeatedly at threshold intensity and a large
number of individual responses are averaged (say N> 1000), the
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resulting waveform is to a very good approximation given by:
y(t) = Pr(s) f r(t - T)p(T,s)dT (3.17)
TO
where P r(s) is the probability of response for the stimulus inten-
sity s; p(t,s) is the probability density of the fiber responding
with delay t, when the stimulus has intensity s and r(t) is the action
potential which would be recorded using suprathreshold stimulus in-
tensity. The probability density p(t,s) was reportedby Poussard [P4],
Verveen and Derksen [V2] and others as a gaussian density. The stan-
dard deviation of p(t,s) for s at threshold is roughly .05 nsec. and
its nean depends on the recording distance and the fiber velocity. Be-
cause of (3.17), we can more accurately say that in the exanple we have
been discussing, when the nerve is stimulated repeatedly with a stimu-
lus intensity A indicated in Figure 3.2.7, the average of the recorded
action potentials is approximately the response of a population of fi-
bers with conduction velocities distributed according to a probabili-
ty density which depends on the recording distance and on p(t,s) but
which is nearly gaussian, with mean 84 m/sec.For a recording distance
of 15 an, the standard deviation in the apparent velocity is 2.5...
m/sec., which is ccmparable to the deviation due to excitation of
different fiber sizes (e.g. 81 vs. 87 m/sec.). There may also be an
"entrairment" of the action potentials froma fibers which conduct at simi-
lar velocities. If this occurs, the dispersicn in the apparent conduc-
tion velocity is reduced.
Lettvin,J.- personal ccamnnnication.
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The conclusion from this analysis is that when a peripheral
nerve is stimulated repeatedly by a weak electrical pulse. the ave-
raged recorded ctmound potential can be considered as beinq aproxi-
mately a scaled version of a single action potential travelling at
a velocity which is the rean, Vr, of a narro populatian of faster
The following experimental procedure can therefore be used
to obtain some information about the matrix H in expression (3.15):
a noise corrupted measurement of h(vrt) is obtained by averaging
a large number of nerve responses to a weak electrical pulse, where
Vr is the mean velocity in the sense defined above. This measurement
can be written in sampled data form as:
z h + nz (3.18)
where nz represents measurement noise and it is modeled as a vector
of zero mean, gaussian and independent random variables; z,h and nz
arevectors in ; hr = h(v t.).
1i r 
The nerve is then stimulated with a pulse strong enough to
excite nearly all myelinated fibers and the recorded compound action
potential y(t) is given by (3.14) or in sampled data form by (3.15),
With these two measurements we would like to generate an estimate of
the distribution of conduction velocities a. This estimation prob-
lem is examined in Section 3.3.
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3.2.3 - Electrode Artifact Removal
The signal recorded from the nerve is assumed to be the
linear super-position of the following components: a) The compound
M
action potential I h(V.t)aj produced in the nerve by the stimulus;
j=l
b) A "stimulus artefact" a(t) introduced by the stimulating electrodes;
c) A D.C. bias, b, of the recording electrodes and d) recording noise
w(t). The recorded signal y(t) is therefore modeled as:
M
y(t) = I h(V.t)5j + a(t) + b + w(t)
j=il 
In order to estimate the distribution of conduction velocities
j., j = 1...M, the artefact a(t) and the bias terms have to be removed
from the record, y(t). In this section the modeling and the problem of
estimating the parameters which describe a(t) are examined.
The stimulus artefact was the major unwanted signal corrupting
the measurements in most of the records. In order to better understand
it, several experiments were done. The most appealing hypothesis which
emerged from these experiments, was that the stimulus artefact has two
major components: one is the propagation of the electrical pulse through
the biological medium to the recording electrodes, and the other is due
to the propagation of the stimulus by electromagnetic radiation, from
the stimulating electrodes to the recording electrodes. The first
component is usually very small if the preparation is carefully grounded
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while the second caomponent is minimized by shielding all cables.
The hypothesis about the canpositicn of the stimulus
artefact is consistent with the experimental observation that
the stimulus artefact grows linearly with stimulus intensity. This
is now briefly reported
The experimental set up was the same as for measuring the
camtpound action potential from the median nerve and it is descri-
bed in detail in Appendix 3. The electrical stimulus, consisting of
an electrical pulse of 50 microseconds duration was increased
fran 0 to 84 Volts and masurements ware taken at 13 different in-
tensities. At each of these intensities, the stimulus artefact was
measured by averaging 1024 individual responses, and cne such
average response is shown in Figure 3.2.8. The peak-to-peak values
ware plotted against stimulus intensity. The linear regression
line of the peak-to-peak values versus stimulus intensity was can-
puted using least-squares and it is shown in Figure 3.2.9.
The Linear nature of the artefact suggested the following
solution - soon discarded for obvious reasons - to eliminate
it from the action potential records: First, using a very small
stimulus intensity, so that no nerve fiber in the trunk is stimulated
the artebact is measured:
Yl(t) = a(t) + n1(t), tE [0,T] (3.18a)
where n1 (t) is measureent noise with zero mean and spectral density
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a2. Then the cacpound action potential is measured:
Y2 (t) = r(t) + Ka(t) + n 2 (t), t [0,T] (3.18b)
where r(t) is the signal frman the nerve, and n 2 (t) is zero mean noise
with spectral density a 2 . The scaling factor K is estimated by the
ratio of the stimulus intensities used to obtain Yl(t) and y2 (t).
The artefact free signal is then obtained by:
Y2 (t) = Y2 (t) - Kyl (t) =
- r(t) + n 2 (t) - Kn l (t) =
- r(t) + n(t) (3.18c)
where the noise n(t) has spectral density = 2 1. Clearly,
we need a very small a1 in order to have an reasonably small because
K is in general large. We have calculated that under typical condi-
2 2tics ( K = 10, a = 2 2 , and Y2 (t) obtained by averaging 1024 respon-n - -
ses at the rate of 10 stimulus/sec) Yl(t) should be the average of
about 105 individual responses which would take about 3 hours of
averaging. This approach was abandoned. The following solution to eli-
minate the artefact was finally used:
It was realized that the artefact could usually
be rndeled with a very good accuracy by the following function:
a ( A - at)exp(-at) = (1 t>O (3.18d)
= 0 otharwise
56d -
In the actual artefact the discontinuity at t = 0 is obviously non-
existent, therefore there is always a large error between the model
and the actual signal in the neighborhood of t = 0. Otherwise the
model matches the artefact quite well. The least-squares estimation
of A and a is described in Appendix 2.
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3,3 - THE ESTIMATION PROBLEM
The following estimaticn problem is considered, given:
Z = H + W (3.19)
y = H + v (3.20)
where Z = zij , H = hij are matrices in ~RM , we RN,$e RM, N< M;
v is a vector of N independent random variables, with E{vi}= 0;
E{v.v.} = a 2 6. . and W = w.. is a matrix of NxM independenti j' 2 i, j o] N
2 i2j
randcm variables with Ew = 0 and aC2 We would like to get
the joint least squares estimate of H and 8 , namely the pair H ,B
forwhich Q (H,),
Z(H,,B) = alIZ-H' I2 + II iyH112 (3.21)
2-2
a= a2/1 (3.22)
is mininun. We note that if the random variables v and W are gaussian
then the values of H and B which realise the minimun of 2 (H, ) are
also the maximm likelihood estimates of those variables.
Before attempting the minimization of Y (H, 8) we should de-
termine whether it has a minimman for all values of the measurements Z
and y . We note that since Z(H, B) is a sun of norms it implies that is
bounded below and that inf 9 (H, ) = 0. Furthermore, since Z (H, ) is
continuous and continuously differentiable, if a minimun exists it must
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satisfy the necessary conditions:
a2(H,8) = a(H - Z)+ (Ha - y) O (323)
at (H, a)a-a8 = HlHa - l'i =0 (3.24)
which - as shown in Appendix 1 - is equivalent to:
BB'Z'y + (aZ'Z - Y'yI)8 - aZ' = 0 (3.25)
H = Z + (a + B'B_) -1 (y- Z)' (3.26)
Ccnsidering the orthornoznal transformation 0 such that $' (Z'Z)$ = A;
where A is the Jordan form of Z'Z and defining y = ' , u= 'Z'y,
conditions (3.25) and (3.26) are equivalent to solving:
yj = auj/(r + a - ') , j = 1 toM (3.27)
where r is defined by r = y'u and it is a root of:
M
r = au2/(r +2 -Z'X) 0(3.28)j=l J
The A] , j from 1 to M are the eigenvalues of the matrix Z'Z.
Noaw let's define for all BE , the function f(B) as:
f(S) = min Z(H,_) = Z(H(S),_) (3.29)
we note that since for each _, Z(H,a) is a quadratic function of H,
it has also a minimum which satisfies necessary condition (3.23).
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It is now shown that if A2 0, where X is the minimun
2eigenvalue of Z'Z and u # 0 then for one of the roots of (3.25)
we have that:
f( a) < _ (3.30)
then it is shown that:
lim f ()> aA2. (3.31)
11611
therefore for 25in . 0, and zpfle the vale of Bs which reaizes
the roots of (3.25). To cmplete the proof, let's show (3.30) and
(3.31). In fact:
f () in = (H,_) = PH(B_),_) (3.32)
where H(a) is given by (3.26). eplacing it in (3.32), we obtain:
f(8) = al|Y-Z.1 I2/(x+|II§ (332)3)
and,
f(S)= + IB-_ a 2 (Y'y - B 'z'y + B' (z'z Z-z'y)) (3.34)
Let S* be a root of (3.25), then
aZ' (ZS -y) = Y'Y - a B Z' (3.35)
which if replaced in (3.34) gives:
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f(_ ) = '-_ SB 'Z (3.36)
or in terms of r as defined previously:
f(a_) 5 'y - r (3.37)
where r = I'y = 'Z y and is a root of (3.28).The right hand
side of equation (3.28) is plotted in Figure 3.3.1 and the intersec-
tions with the line g(r) A r are its roots. If u 0# , then
aun
there is always a real root r such that:
2
r > -(ain - y) (3.38)
that is
f(B ) < a (3.39)
Ccnsider now,
lim f(s) = lim ally-ZB112/(cta+ I Ij 12)
= im a (y'y + B'Z'ZO- 2y'ZB_)/(a+j jSl j2)
M M
= lim ay -2 I y.u. + y'y)/(a+l IYI 12)
11H11+ j=jl j-l 
(3.40)
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FIGURE 3.3.1
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which is equal to:
ax2 if yk c X alone and
a E A2 if all y. e 
j=j I j
Clearly the least value of such limit is mincXA = ax2 , therefore
2lim f(B) > axmi (3.41)
11 1 I+-
whieh completes the proof.
3.3.1 Explicit Solution of the Minimization Problem
In order to obtain all the elenents of the matrix Z in Z(H,B),
we should selectively excite each of the velocity groups in the ner-
ve. This cannot be done in any simple way. As was described in pa-
ragraph 3.2.2 only one of the rows of Z can be measured directly,
namely the cne which is generated by a narrow population of nerve
fibers all conducting at soae reference velocity v:
r
z h r + w (3. 42)
The remaining M-1 rows of Z - each corresponding to a measurenent
of the action potential due to one velocity group - are genereted
by observing that the ensemble average of Z, which is H, has its
elements hij related as:
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V,
hij h(v.t.) h((v -)t) = h(vtk) (3.43)rv
r
where tk = (vj/v r ) tj , that is, the rows of H are discrete time ver-
sicns of ccntinuous functicas h (vjt) of t which are "stretched" ver-
sions of same basic shape h(vrt). The j-the row of matrix Z is then
obtained as:
V.
zij Z.t(vjt i t.) z= azZk + (1-a) zk+l (3.44)
V. V.
k = max{n; <n<()t } and ak = k - (- i (3.45)
r r
for i = 1...N-
where z = [Z x...ZN, defined by (3.42). With the selection of
the rows of Z according to the linear interpolation method indica-
ted above, the resulting estimator is no longer the maximun likelihood
estimate that the minimization of £ (H, 8) generates when the noise
processes have independent gaussian distributions.
If the conditions for the existence of a global minimun are
satisfied, as discussed in the previous section, then the value of B
which realizes the minimr can be canputed using the necessary cc-
ditions. A quick calculation leads to the following expression for
this B:
a (~r*~Y'Y~1 + z'jXz~ (3.46)
_ = ((ry'y)I + ZZ-lZ, (3.46)
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where r* is a root of equation (3.28). As we have seen, only the
maxirmma root of (3.28) gives a global minimum for (tH, a), that is:
r* = max{r; r is a root of (3.28)} . The computation of this maxi-
2
mnum is done in the following way: we know that r* > -(Caxin - y'y),
so that the algorithm starts with scae ro which satisfies this con-
dition and keeps doubling it until ri is less than the right hand
side of (3.28). At this point, a rapidly converging binary scheme is
used: for j > i,
rj - ri/2j +i if right hand side of 3.28 < rj
j+l = stop search " " " " " " = r (3.48)
r + ri/2j+ i , , " " " " > r
If exact convergence is not reached in 20 steps, the search is halted
and the last value of ri is used as the solution which is always accu-
rate at least to six decimal places. The step-by-step algorithm to cam-
pute the estimate of B is the following:
1- Fromn Z which was obtained by (3.44) and (3.451,and y, the
matrix Z'Z, its eigenvalues and eigenvectors are computed; vectors Z'Y
and u = OZ'Y are also obtained.
2- Knowing the eigenvalues of Z'Z and the elements of u, the
maximum root of (3.28) is then obtained according to the algorithm
given in (3.48).
3- Finally, the vector Y is obtained according to (3.27)
using the maximumn root of (3.28) and then a = Y y is determined.
In Appendix 4,this estimation procedure is evaluated by using a
synthetic example. An evaluation of its performance using actual expe-
rimental data is presented in the next chapter.
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EBERI VEJTAL VERIFICATIOC OF THE TECHIIQUE
4,1 - INTRODUCTION
One of the basic motivations for the development of the
technique described in this thesis was to produce an alternative
to nerve biopsy in human subjects. The final electrophysiological
technique and signal processing were consequences of a series of
(most of the time) very simplified assumptions about nerve fibers,
peripheral nerves and the electric fields they generate.In older to
evaluate how accurate the generated results are, despite the built
in weaknesses of the assumpticns and of the whole model as well, we
have to coarpare these results with those given by biopsy. Of course
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the use of human subject for that purpose wouldn't be justified con-
sidering the extensive damage caused to the individual by such proce-
dure.We decided then to use an animal, cihoosing a moinkey because of
the anatomical similarities of the fore limbs of this species to the
human arms and hands. The result of such an experiment is described
next.
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4.2 - THE EERIMENT
The electrophysiological tehnique of estimating the distri-
buticn of conduction velocities described in the previous chapter
was copared to' standard histological techniques, using for this
purpose a sensory branch of the ulnar nerve of a monkey (rhe-
sus macaca). In healthy peripheral nerves, the conduction velocity of
a fiber is proporticnal to its diameter as we have seen in parag-
raph 2.2.1.1, namely v = KVD. The distributicn of conduction velo-
cities B(v) was defined by (3.10) in terms of the fiber diameter
histogram S (D) as:
(v) = KvS (v/K (4.1)
or in sampled data form:
B = [1 '"a BM]; S = IS1 ... SM] with
j. = KVSj. (4.2)
where j = (v) Sj = S(vj/KN. In the experinent which is now
described, 8 was determined using the electrophysiological method
and also fran the diameter histogram of the nerve using (4.2), and
the two results were carpared.
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4.. 1 - Mthods
4,2.1,1, - The Subject
The subject was a 2 year old healthy female rhesus macaca
monkey. It was anesthetized with 1.5 cc of Nambuthal, and the same
dosage was repeated 90 minutes later. The deep anesthesia assured
caoplete relaxaticn of the muscles, so that no unwanted electracyo-
graphic signals corrupted the recorded nerve signals, as usually ha-
ppened in human studies. The animal was laid in its right side, and
the left arm was placed in the natural resting position. The elec-
trcphysiological testing lasted about 2 hours.
4,21.2 - Electrophysiologia Procedures
A pair of ring electrodes was placed in the proximal pka-
lanx of the left finger 5 - which is entirely innervated by a
branch of the ulnar nerve - for the delivery of electrical stimula-
ticn. A layer of Teca electrode gel was placed betwaen the electro-
des and the skin to assure low electrode resistance . A large strap
electrode soaked in sodium dhloride was wrapped around the hand to
be used as the ground of the preparation. The recording electrodes
were a pair of large 1 sq.cm area square shaped lead pieces, pla-
ced above the ulnar nerve at the wrist, and separated by a distance
of about .5 an edge-to-edge. A layer of Teca electrode gel was
used to improve the electrode contact. The arrangement is shown in
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Figure 4.2.1.
Electrical stimuli to the finger were delivered at the ra-
te of 10 stimulus/seccnd by a Grass stimulator and they
~ wezi pulses of 50 microsec. duration. The reason for using
such a short duration pulse was to maximize the synchronization
between the action potentials from different fibers, and minimize the
statistical dispersion of repeated action potentials in the same fi-
ber as discussed in section 3.2.2.
The signal from the recording electrodes was amplified by a
Grass amplifier and recorded on tape, with a stimulus marker recorded
slndnrcrnously in another channel. The signal from the Grass amplifier
was also fed into a digital averager in order to estimate the number
of nerve responses needed for a good signal-to-noise ratio.
The intensity of the electrical pulse used as stimulus could
be adjusted continuously over the range 0-200 Volts. The supramaxi-
mal stimulus intensity - that is the intensity which would evoke a
action potential in nearly all myelinated fibers of the nerve - was
determined by increasing the pulse strength until no further increa-
se in the amplitude of the recorded compound action potential could
be cbserved visually. The final value of the intensity used was a-
bout 20% above this critical intensity. Then 1024 responses were
recorded and averaged. The adjustment for threshold stimulation was
much more difficult and critical. First, the intensity was lowered to
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the point where no nerve response could be observed on a single
sample basis. Then, about 100 responses were averaged and if no res-
ponse could be seen the amplitude was increased. If the presence of
a signal frcn the nerve was evident, then the intensity was lowe-
red. This process was repeated several times, until it was likely
that only a narrow population of fibers were responding. If at any
stage two or more individual peaks could be observed, indicating
that two or more distinct populations of fibers were stimulated, the
stimulating electrodes were repositioned.With the stimulus adjusted
this way, 4096 samples were recorded and averaged. The recorded
waveforms are shown in figure 4.2.2.
The baseline of both records is corrupted by what is known
in electrcphysiology as "shock artefact" or "stimulus artefact". It
is a disturbance produced by the stimulating pulse and is synchroni-
zed to it. It is due to the transmission of the electrical pulse fran
the stimulating electrodes to the recording electrodes through the
biological medium and electraomagnetic radiation. The relative inten-
sity of this artefact is for all practical purposes unpredictable.
Some approximate models can be constructed for the artefact and it
can be eliminated partially from the records. In Appendix 2, we des-
cribe in detail one such nodel and the algorithm used to estimate
the parameters involved. The artefact-treated records were processed
according to the signal processing described in paragraph 3.3.1 and
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the estimate for the distribution of conductica velocities
is shown in Figure 4.2.4.
4.213 -. Histological Procedures
One week after the electrical data was gathered, the monkey
was sacrificed, perfused with formaldehyde, the hands were chopped
off above the wrist and fixed in formaldehyde for 3 days. After fixa-
ticn, the fingers were reved with no damage to the proximal phalan-
xes. The phalanx fran the left finger 5 was placed in decalcifying
solution for 4 days, until the bone was soft enough to be cut. It was
then i dded in parafin and cross-sections of about 6 to 8 u thick
were cut at about the rmedial region where the nerve was electrica-
lly stimulated in the electrcphysiological experimnt. The cross-sec-
ticns were stained with Kultschisky blue dye - a myelin stain - for
light microscope examination.
Under the microscope, 18 separate branches of different si-
zes could be identified. One contained as many as 250 myelinated nerve
fibers, while another had only 7. Scame of the branches were excessi-
vely oblique to the direction of the cut so that the diameters of
the fibers on these branches couldn't be measured reliably. Oblique
cuts were estimated to represent about 20% of the total number of
fibers.
The prolonged decalcification of the finger dehydrated the
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nerves causing them to shrink down to about cnly 30-35% of their
original sizes. The amount of shrinkage was estimated by observing
that the maxinun measured diareter was about 3.5 p while the expec-
ted maximum diameter under normal - non dehydrated - conditions
would be around 10 p. Also, the shrinkage could be deduced fran the es-
timated value of K which turned out to be 19.3 m/sec. while its
usual value it is scoewhere about 5 to 7 m/sec. .
Another problem, also due to dehydration, was the gene-
ral departure of the fiber cross-sections fran the circular shape,
so that we had to define the diameter as the average of the maximu m
and the minirum measured diameter for each fiber.
In order to measure the diameters, the sections were mag-
nified 400 X and photographed. The photographs were printed with
a 4 X enlargement so that the final magnification was 1600 X, which
caused the boundaries of the nyelin sheath of the fibers to blurr.
This imposed the loer limit on the mesh size chosen to group the
diameters, which was about .21p. The total diameter range of 1.2 to
3.5 U was divided into 11 subintervals
To minimize the effects of the blurring in the measure-
ments of the diameters, the boundaries were enhanced by drawing them on
an acetate sheet placed over the photographic print. The final mea-
surements were taken from these drawings. The diameter histogram
found this way is shown in Figure 4.2.3.
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4.2.2 - esults
The distribution of conducticn velocities which resulted fran
the electrcphysiological measureents is shown in Figure 4.2.4. and is
referred to as e (v). The distribution of conduction velocities ob-
tained fromn the fiber diameter histogram S(D) is referred tp as 8h(v)
and it is shown in Figure 4.2.5. According to (4.1), the distribution
Sh(v) depends on S(D) as:
h(V) = KV2S(v/K) (4.3)
which means that we have to know the diameter to velocity conversion
factor Kv in order to obtain Bh (v). Since we couldn't measure it di-
rectly we had to estimate it soehow. We started assuming K° as the
ratio of the maximum conduction velocity in Be (v) to the inaximum dia-
meter in S(D). With this le we found a(v). Then we readjusted K
until the best agreement between Sh(v) and B(v) was obtained. Fina-
lly, the coeficient K was chosen to minimize the mean square error
between h(v) and a (v). The mean square error normalized to the
e
squared norm of $h(V) resulted:
2 1 ih(v) - e (v l122 h - .017 (4.4)
I I$(v) I 2
It can be said that the mean square error (or difference)
between the two distributions is small.The electrcphysiological mea-
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surements are very noisy in nature so a relatively large uncertaini-
ty associated with the estimate of e (v) would be expected. The histo-
logical results are also corrupted by uncertainity because of problems
associated to diameter measurenent. It seems to us that the value of
e2is therefore reasonable.
In general, the diameter histogram of a nerve can be deterni-
ned with a very good accuracy by following proper procedures, for ins-
tance as described by Boyd and Davey [B6]. These procedures do not
include any processes which introduce large amounts of shrinkage
or distortion, such as decalcification. Shrinkages of nerves processed
properly are in general of the order of 10 to 20 % . But this applies
to large or medium size nerve bundles which can be dissected and se-
parated fran the surrounding structures easily, which wasn't the case
in our experirent. As we have said, 18 branches of the nerve were
identified under the microscope and the largest had cross-sectin of 2im.
Finding and dissecting objects which are this small is a nearly impossi-
ble task.
In order to avoid decalcification we attempted the removal
of the bone with minimum damage to the other structures. In the pro-
cess, many of the branches which ran close to the bcne were destroyed.It
seems to us that under the constraints of this experient one could
hardly generate significantly better histological results.
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CHAPER 5
APPLICATIO4S TO CLNICAL -iEUR)]LGY
5.1 - INTRODUCTION
Peripheral neuropathies are pathological changes which take
place in peiipheral nerves and interfere with their normal functioning.
One of the most camron and widespread neurcpathies is the diabetic
neuropathy. Clinically, different forms of diabetic neuropathies are
distinguished, depending on the specific nerve and fiber groups affec-
ted. Diabetic sensory neuropathy affects sensory nerves, thus
causing the loss of sensation mainly at the extremeties of the limbs.
There is clinical and histological evidence of changes in the fiber
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content of the affected peripheral nerves [B1l], [K1]. We decided
to investiqate this problem by estimating the distribution of con-
ducticn velocities in a populaticn of 13 diabetic subjects and 14
neurologically normal subjects. Nearly 90 ulnar and median nerves
were studied.
An approximate probabilistic model for the pathological
changes in diabetic sensory neurcpathy is proposed. The distortions
caused by these pathological changes in the distribution of can-
duction velocities are examined, and the following interpretations
are suggested: that either all fiber groups undergo uniform demye-
lination and remyelination; or, less significantly, that in such a
neuropathy, the large fast cmnducting fibers are affected by seg-
nental demyelination, remyelination and axonal degeneration.
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5.2 - THE DISTRIBUTION OF CONDUCTION VELOCITIES IN DIABETIC [JEUROPATHY
Before we describe in detail our methods and findings, let's
briefly review the fund tal notions about peripheral neurcpathies
which will also give the minimun background for the subject. Mbre
detailed and extensive informaticn on disease of peripheral nerves
can be found in any good reference book in clinical neurology, such as
Bradley's "Disorders of Peripheral Nerves" CB10] or volume 8 of the
Handbook of Clinical Neurology Kil].
5.2.1 - Peripheral Neuropathies
Peripheral neuropathy is the generic term for any disease pro-
cess which affects the normal functioning of a peripheral nerve.
It is always associated with the abnormal conduction of the action po-
tential by a subset of its ccaponent nerve fibers. Its causes pro-
bably run into several hundreds [B10. The clinical characterizaticn
of neuropathies is usually done according to several criterions, such
as:
a) Rate of cnset, it can be acute -that is present for a few
days, or chronic when it is present for a long period of
time.
b) Distribution, it can be proximal, which means closer to the
spinal cord where the nerve cell bodies are, or distal -
that is closer to the extremities.
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c) Type, it can be mainly motor, sensory or autonamic.
Many other criteria may be used for a more complete description.
The pathological changes which occur in peripheral neuropathies are of
two major kinds:
i) Degeneration and regeneration of the axons.
ii) Demyelination and remyelination of the nerve fibers.
Let's examine each of these changes in more detail.
Two kinds of degeneration are distinguished: 1) Wallerian
degeneration which is localized and it is caused by the transectio-
ning of the axon and 2) axonal toxic degeneration which is caused by
some toxic substance entering the nerve fiber,
Wallerian degeneration - named after Waller who first descri-
bed the changes following nerve transection in 1850 - usually occurs
in entrapment neuropathies or when the nerves are cut accidentally.
The transectioning of the nerve causes the distal part of the nerve
to degenerate; that is, the axon is completely destroyed and absor-
bed by the organism. After a few days, the intact part of the fiber
will start regrowing the axon, regenerating the nerve fiber over its
whole extent. The regeneration is camplete after about 12 months. In
myelinated fibers the regenerated axon is wrapped by Sch1ann cells
with a much smaller internodal length than the intact axon. We
have seen in Chapter 2 that conduction velocity, fiber diameter and
internodal length are more or less proportional to each other in heal-
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thy fibers. There is same evidence that in regenerated fibers follo-
wing Wallerian degeneration all the rrentioned parameters including
nryelin thickness seem to return to normal, except the interno-
dal length, as observed by Cragg and Thomas [C5]. This would suggest
that internodal length is not a detnninent factor for fiber con-
duction velocity. This question is not ccrpletely settled yet, and
there is other experimental evidence suggesting that conduction
velocity is in fact linearly related to internodal length [S2].
Toxic axonal degeneration is believed to affect the entire
nerve including the cell body. It is not clear whether regeneration
can occur in this case. The causes of toxic degeneration may be of
metabolic origin or neurotoxins which soaehow reach - the nerve. We
should also mention the not very well understood "dying back" dege-
neraticns which start at the extremities of the nerve fibers and
progress toward the proximal regions.
Demyelination is a pathological process which affects on-
ly the Schwann cells but not the axons.It is thought to be the major
factor in diabetic neurcpathy by most workers in this field fB3].
It is patchy, affecting Schwann cells randanly along the whole ex-
tent of the fiber. It starts with the widening of the nodal gap
caused by the retraction of the myelin. Eventually the Schwann cell
in one internode dies ccupletely,leaving the bare axon until
adjacent Schwann cells divide and remyelinate that portion of the
fiber. Usually two or three Schwann cells will replace one, that
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is two or three internodes will replace one original internode.
In sensory neurcpathies - such as the sensory diabetic neuro-
pathy - the clinical symptoms are consistent with the abnormal con-
duction of a subset of nerve fibers in the peripheral nerve. The
threshold for some sensory modalities - such as vibration sense or
perception of pin prick - are raised or are completely lost. In so-
me severe cases there is a loss of joint position sense and touch per-
ception. Other symptoms are numbness, burning sensation and paraesthe-
sia (sensation of pins and needles). The electrophysiological signs of
these neurcpathies are in general a decrease in the maximun con-
duction velocity and in the amplitude of the recorded cmpound ac-
tion potential as noted by Lamontagne and Buchthal [L1] .The varia-
bility of these two electrophysiological parameters is relatively
large among normals and its is also a function of age [K1]. Usually,
a definite correlation between the lowered amplitude and conduction
velocity of the recorded compound action potential and the presence
of a peripheral neuropathy can be established only in the advanced
stages of the disease. One would then expect to have a more complete
picture about the state of the diseased nerve by looking at the dis-
tribution of velocities, which provides a quantitative mreasure of the
activity of the fibers over a relatively wide velocity range.
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5.2.2 - Experimental Procedures
5,2.2.1 - Subjects and Methods
A population of 27 subjects was studied; 14 had no
diabetes - While the other 13 suffered fran that disease, presen-
ting several degrees of sensory diabetic neuropathy. Of the 14 sub-
jects with no diabetes, only 12 could be considered normals fromn
the neurological point of view, since one had injured (cut) soane
of his peripheral nerves in a car accident ( and will be considered
apart) ,while an other suffered from myotcia. . Of the 13 subjects
with diabetes, 4 had scme other neurological disease so they cannot
be included in the analysis of the diabetic population.
Sensory branches of the ulnar and median nerves were tested.
Both nerves innervate the hand and for the sake of clarity they are
shown in figure 5.2.1. Ideally we would like to have studied the two
nerves on both sides of all of the subjects, but unfortunately not all
of them came back after the first - sometimes unsuccesful - run to
ccmplete the testing. Most of the diabetic subjects were unavailable
for repeat studies.
The subject was asked to wash his arms and was canfortably
seated in an annchair.A pair of ring electrodes were applied to the
proximal phalanx of finger 3 for the median nerve or finger 5 for the
ulnar nerve. A strap on electrode was wrapped around the hand to ground
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the subject. A pair of square shaped 1 by 1 an lead electrodes were
taped on the skin above the median nerve at the wrist or above the
ulnar nerve at the elbow. A layer of Teca electrode gel was used be-
tween all electrodes and the skin to assure a good electrode con-
tact.
The electrical stimulus was delivered by the stimulator of
the CA TE-4 EMG machine at the rate of 10 stimuli/sec. and it con-
sisted of pulses of 50 microsec. duration. The signal from the recor-
ding electrodes was amplified and fed into a digital averager, where
it was sampled at the rate of one sample each 50 microsec. A total
of 1024 sample points were taken over a period of about 50 millisec.
The averager was pre-triggered by the stimulator 3 to 5 milisec. be-
fore the stimulus was applied to the nerve, so that the stimulus
artefact could be seen entirely in the records (to be used as a time
marker)-.The detailed experimental set up is described in detail in
Appendix 3. The signal picked up by the recording electrodes was in
general heavily corrupted by MX signals generated by muscles near-
by. This interference represented the major part of the noise
affecting the records. In sme cases it could be significantly re-
duced by using "biofeedback", that is the recorded signal was dis-
played on an oscilloscope which the subject could watch and minimize
his own muscle activity.
First a supramaximal stimulus was applied, The amplitude
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of the pulse used was in general barely tolerable by the subject. A
number of individual responses were averaged, usually in the range
128-1024, depending on the ability of the subject to reduce his
EMG activity. The averaged carpound action potential was sampled at
20x103sp/sec. and could be fitted in a record consisting of 256 sam-
pie points. Such typical records are shown in Figures 5.2.2. and
5.2.4 for normal nedian nerves and Figure 5.2.6 for a diabetic ul-
nar nerve.The numerical values of the sample points were printed
out for processing. The threshold stimulus was more difficult to de-
termine and it was usually dcne with the help of the subject. The
chosen pulse intensity was in the majority of the cases at a just
noticeable level, as perceived by the subject. Again depending on
the noise level, 1024 to 4096 individual nerve responses were avera-
ged. Typical records for normals are shown in Figures 5.2.3 and
5.2.5 and for a diabetic ulnar nerve in Figure 5.2.7.
5.2.2.2 - Data Processing and Results
The numerical values of the data points of each record
were transferred to paper tape for precessing. Excluding a few excep-
tionally good records, the stimulus artefact had to be remnved. The
modeling of the stimulus artefact and the estimation of the parame-
ters of the model are described in detail in Appendix 2. Basically,
the artefact was modeled by a(t) = Al + A2 (1-at)exp(-at) where the
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FIGUtE 5.2.3 - Signals Recorded fran '-a, Normal Median Nerve.
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FIGURE 5.2.5 - Signals Recorded frcmn a Normal Median Nerve.
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FIGURE 5.2.7 - Signals Recorded frcm a Diabetic Ulnar Nerve.
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parameters A1 , A2 and a are least-squares estimated using the early
portions of the records. The estimated artefact is then subtracted
frnom the entire record, eliminating the major part of this distur-
bance. Finally a ramp B + Ct was removed from the records according
to the criterion that the signal must be zero - on the average -
before and after the occur ce of the nerve response.
In order to compute the distribution of conduction veloci-
ties , we had to use the data from the instant t=0 which is when the
stimulus is applied, up to a time t = N when all the nerve responses
had extinguished (or were so small that they could be considered extin-
guished). Due to the nonzero distance between the sites of stimula-
tion and recording and to the finite maxinmum conduction velocity
of the nerve, no response was recorded until a time t = N o , which
means that we have useful data only cn the interval [No,N] . The
records were therefore filled in with zeros from t = 0 to t = No .
This was the format of the data used to estimate the conduction ve-
locity distributions.
Not all of the distributions could be coIputed: in same ins-
tances the records were excessively noisy returning meaningless
estimates, that is, distributions which had large negative valued
peaks or clearly divergent behavior. Fran the total of 68
nerves examined (scane were tested two or even three times), only 48
histograms were camputed. Typical distributions in normal median and
ulnar nerves are shown in Figure 5.2.8 A, B and C. All are frman diffe-
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rent subjects. The variability of the distributim of conduction ve-
locities in the group of normal subjects is represented by the pair
B and C. The conduction velocity distributions in diabetic subjects
are represented in Figures 5.2.9 and 5.2.10. The intersubject va-
riability is much greater than in normals as this is evident fram the
pairs D,E and F,G. Distributions D and F are close to the normals,
while E and F are significantly shifted toward a much lower velocity
range. The apparent "fattening" of the distributions E and G as com-
pared to D and F is due to the much finer velocity discretizations
used to display them.
The distributions of conduction velocities of both ulnar
nerves of a subject who suffered a car accident injuring these nerves
are shown in Figure 5.2.11 . These distributions show the clustering
of the fiber conduction velocities around two different means, one
normal and the other about half of the normal. This feature was unique
to this subject and was not found among normals nor the diabetics.
One obvious feature of the conduction velocity histogram in
both normal and diabetic subjects is that it goes rapidly down to zero
as the velocity decreases.This is a consequence of the fact that the
conduction velocity distribution 8(v) is related to the fiber dia--
meter histogram as B(v) = Kv2S (v/K). It reflects the inability of
this technique to detect activity in the slow velocity ranges - a range
which may be interesting to look at in some instances.
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In order to analyze the differences and the similarities
between the distributions, we have defined the following parameters:
a) Maximum Conducticn Velocity - which is the velocity above
which the distribution of conduction velocities is less
then 5% of its peak value.
b) Minirmum Conduction Velocity - which is the velocity below
which the distribution of conduction velocities is less
than 5% of its peak value.
The differences between these velocities is called the
velocity range,which will be normalized to the maximun conduction
velocity and called normalized velocity range. These parameters are
shcwn for each camputed histogram in the Tables 1 through 4.
We have also conrputed the average conduction velocity distri-
bution for each nerve group: normal median, normal ulnar, diabetic
median and diabetic ulnar. These are shown in Figures 5.2.12 and
5.2.13. The most striking difference between the average distributi-
ons of normals and diabetics is that the later have two peaks, in-
dicating tex clusters.
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TABLE 1 - NORMAL MEDIAN
Number MACV MICV Range Nor. Range
18 74 58 16 .216
20 68 40 28 .411
27 78 46 32 .410
28 75 -
37 70 -
52 68 37 31 .455
56 66 46 20 .303
58 59 42 17 .288
62 58 33 25 .431
66 63 49 13 .209
70 64 32 32 .500
77 75 40 35 .466
80 80 -
82 74 - - -
85 80 53 33 .412
Average 70 43 25.6 .372
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TABLE 2 - NoRA UAR
Number MACV MICV Range Nor. Range
29 60 42 18 .300
32 60 - - -
33 66 45 21 .318
34 59 - - -
39 65 39 26 .400
40 67 37 30 .447
42 70 - - -
43 67 37 30 .447
44 67 37 30 .447
45 64 44 20 .312
46 65 26 38 .582
49 62 43 19 .306
50 61 31 30 .491
55 65 42 23 .353
59 63 39 24 .381
61 61- 44 22 .333
67 65 - - -
69 70 56 14 .200
78 70 39 31 .442
79 74 47 27 .364
81 74 41 33 .446
83 71 36 35 .492
84 74 - - -
Average 65.9 40.5 26.1 .392
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TABLE 3 - DIABETIC IDIAN
Nurner MACV MICV Range Nor.Range
17 50 39 11 .220
19 73 50 23 .315
21 60 42 18 .300
22 60 41 19 .316
23 68 48 20 .294
24 20
25 71 54 17 .239
31 45 26 19 .422
36 44 - -
47 42 16 26 .619
51 36 26 10 .277
54 56 36 20 .357
57 34 24 10 .294
68 64 35 29 .453
71 65 36 29 .446
72 65 - -
76 43 - -
Average 52.7 36.4 19.3 .350
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TABLE 4 - DrAETrc UuLNI
Number MACV MICV Range Nor. Range
26 65 50 15 .231
30 48 - - -
35 48 32 16 .333
38 57 42 15 .263
41 51
48 51 38 13 .255
53 44 - - -
60 62 31 31 .500
63 58 31 27 .465
Average 57.3 37.3 19.5 .341
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5,3 - MODELING THE DIABETC NEUROPATY
It has been established that segmental demyel ination and
remyelination do occur in diabetic neurcpathy. Also there is scre
evidence of axonal loss or degeneration, probably in the most advan-
ced stages of the disease [C3, [C4] , although it is not completely
settled that this occurs to a significant extent. Repeated cycles
of de- and renyelination may cause the formation of so called
"onion-bulbs"; that is, several Schwann cells wrapped around the same
internodal segent, making the myelin thickness abnormally thick [B10]
During the demyelination and raeyelination processes the cnduction
velocity of a nerve fiber can be slowed for the following reasons 
a) Cacplete loss of the myelin sheath in one or several
internodal segments, leaving the bare axon which will conduct at a
much slower velocity. Experimental evidence indicates that when the
myelin is carpletely remrved the canduction velocity decreases to
about 10 % of its normal value fR5].
b) Change in the myelin thickness from its normal - and near
optinal - value, either during demyelination or remyelination when it
is thinner than normal, or when onion bulbs are formed making it thi-
cker than normal. There are both theoretical [S31 and experimental
[RS] reasons to believe that normal conduction velocity changes scame-
what with myelin thickness. The optimal thickness seems to be around
.3 of the external diameter. A + 50% change in this proportion will
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cause the velocity to decrease to about 80% of its normal value.
c) After the de- and remyelination cycle is complete, and no
bare axon is left and the myelin thickness has returned to normal, the
internodal length is irreversibly reduced, sometimes to only one
forth of its normal value, causing a prcportional reduction in the
conduction velocity.
Axonal degeneration, if it is uniformly distributed over the
whole diameter range, is expected to cause only a reduction in the
amplitude of the recorded coapound action potential, i.e. , the re-
corded potential and the distribution of conduction velocities are
scaled down in amplitude. Distortion of the distribution of conduc-
tion velocities is only possible through a non-uniform axonal loss,
for instance through a selective degeneration of the large and fast
nerve fibers. The modeling of these pathological changes from the
point of view of the distribution of conducticn velocities is rela-
tively simple, although the interpretation of the results is a more
difficult task.
First we will model the effects of the demyelination and re-
myelination cn the conduction velocity distribution. Let's consi-
der a nerve fiber of total length L which is undergoing de- and re-
myelination. The portions of the fiber which have a complete myelin
loss have a total length La; the portions which have abnormal myelin
thickness have a total length Lb and the portions which have abnor-
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mal internodal length have total length Lc . The conduction veloci-
ties in each of the abnormal segments are given by:
Va CaVo (5.1)
Vb = CbVo (5.2)
V Cv (5.3)
where vo is the normal cxnducticn velocity of the healthy segments of
the nerve fiber. We note that while Ca is a constant and probably is
the sane for all nerve fibers, the factor Cb is an average over many
different myelin thicknesses and the factor Cc is an average over
different abnonmal internodal lengths. Under these conditions, the con-
duction velocity neasured over the whole length L of the fiber is:
1 -Ca 1 - Cb 1 - C
f = Lvo/( L+ C a a - Lb+ c +L c ) (5.4)
Where C =.l and Cb>.5 as we have already seen; Cc = .63, which was es-
timated in the following way: in normal nerve the proporticnality fac-
tor between internodal length and diameter, is .095 mn/U . In diabe-
tes Thanas and Lascelles data [T1] gives KXdiab = .066 mn/li , and
Chopra and Hurwitz [C4 data gives KAdiab = .0574 and .0576 mn/V in
two different populations of diabetic subjects. If we take KXdiab as
the average of these three values, and if we assume that ccnduction ve-
locity is proportional to internodal length, we obtain Cc = KXdiab/K
which is roughly .63.
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In order to evaluate the significance of each term in the
enninator of expression (5.4) , we have to consider the relative
extent of each of the modeled pathological changes. Bare axon due
to camplete demyelination is relatively rare, and a typical value for
La would correspond to three complete internodes; for a fiber 300
internodes long L = .01L; therefore
1 - C a
Ca aLa . (5.5)
The sun of the lengths of onion bulbs and segments undergoing demyeli-
nation or renyelination can be assumed safely to be less than 30 interno-
des [Blo0;that is, Lb < .1IL and it follows that:
1 - CbCb Lb .1L (5.6)
Finally, consider that the nerve over its whole extent has abnormal
internodal length, that is L = L, and
1-C
....c =.59L (5.7)
c
which seems to be the dacinant coxxinent in the slowing of the average
conduction velocity. In our subsequent - considerations we will assuae
that reduction in fiber conduction velocity is due only to reduction
in internodal length. We note that this assumption may sometimes be
far fran reality.
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Experi/mental evidence indicates that internodal length is a
random variable along a fiber with diameter D, and has mean A = KXD.
The variability of the internodal length has been shown to be very
small in young and healthy individuals by Lascelles and Thmas L2 ].
They have examined the sural nerve of a healthy 18 year old subject
and found that - .100l , ar ( X - )2 = .0019D2 . With in-
creasing age, the variance of X increases and its mean decreases. The
important point is that with increasing age, more and more interno-
des of shorter than normal length show up, and internodes
with a larger than normal length are seldam seen. Possible phy-
siological explanatians are that as the individual grows older, the
nerve fibers are more likely to be exposed to scme kind of mechanical
or physiological trauma, or that a Schwann cell tends to die after
atire and is replaced by more than one new Schwann cell.
The variation of the probability density of the internodal length due
to age, based an the data published in the work of Lascelles
and Thomas [L2] is shown in Figure 5.3.1.
Let's see now how the conduction velocity is influenced
by the variability on the internodal length. Suppose e have fibers
of a certain diameter D and suppose that the probability density of
the internodal lengths is given by one of the densities shown in fi-
gure 5.3.1. Further suppose that each fiber is N internodes long,
so that its length L is a random variable since
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N
L = I X. (5.8)
Assuning that the action potential takes a fixed time T to jUmp
frmn one node to the next, independently of the size of the internode
the expected value of the conduction velocity measured over the whole
length of the fiber is:
v = L/N = NA/rT = A/ T (5.9)
and the variance of v is:
2 2/2
a-= aA/NT (5.10)
This results in a standard-deviation to nean ratio for the velocity of
av/ v = a/X - (5.U)
For N = 300 (say L= 30 an and D = 101 ), this ratio is about 1/17
of the same ratio for the internodal length. Even if we ccnsider the
internodal length probability density for an 80 year old subject by
assuming a>/ 7 = .5, we get a standard deviation to nean ratio for
the velocity of .03, that is a ±3% deviation fran the nean. This
result is important to establish that in a nomial subject,two fibers
with the same diaweter will exhibit essentially the sanme conduction
velocity . Clearly if the nean internodal length decreases with age
so will the conduction velocity of the nerve fiber as
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established by several workers [ K1].
Let's now examine the effect of repeated de- and remyelination
which occurs in diabetic neuropathy on the distribution of conduction
velocities. The available data cn internodal length in diabetes fraom
histological studies is relatively scarce and incormplete. The most
extensive reports are those by Thomas and Lascelles [ TX and by
Chopra and Hurwitz [C4] . The techniques used by them as well as the
presentation of the results is essentially identical: they have taken
by biopsy a sanmple about 3 cm long of the sural nerve and prepared
longitudinal sections in order to measure internodal lengths and dia-
neters. For each specimen, the result was presented in a graph of
internodal length versus diameter (X,D), such as shown in Figure
5.3.2. Each vertical line represents one single nerve fiber with the
indicated diameter and each dot on the line indicates the length of
one internode of the fiber. The dashed line - which was not published
originally with the results - represents the normal -X -to-D ratio
K1 = .095 mmn/V . The situation seems to be the same as with aging:
the randomness of the internodal length increases in diabetic neu-
ropathy while the mean decreases. Based on the statistical infor-
mation available in the mentioned works, let's formulate some ccn-
sistent hypotheses and then examine if they agree with our findings.
Consider a healthy peripheral nerve cmposed of a large
number of nerve fibers. These fibers are grouped according to con-
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duction velocity into M groups. The distribution of ccnduction velo-
cities of this normal peripheral nerve is represented by anor , with
its agcnents given by Bj= Kv j, where Sj is the total nuer
of fibers in the j-th velocity group. Now suppose that this nerve
undergoes repeated de and remyelination. Two hypothesis can be made:
a) In each diameter group all fibers are equally affected,
i.e., the probability density of the internodal lengths
is the same for all fibers in the group. For clarity,
suppose there are Si fibers in the group with diame-
ter in Dj, Dj + 1) , then according to this hypothesis:
PX,ti(X;Dj) Plk(A;Dj) for all i,ke[l,Sj] (5.12)
b) The probability density of the internodal lengths is not
the same for all nerve fibers in the same dianeter group,
i.e.:
p i(X;Dj) -D Pk(k;Dj) for some or all j.k
(5.13)
Under hypothesis b) we could say that the mean internodal
length of each fiber in the same group is a randma variable over the
ensemble of the fibers of the group with probability density
Py(; Dj) .
Both hypothesis are consistent with the published data and
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it it impossible to decide which of them is correct. Assuming that
hypothesis a) is true, we can consider either that:
al) The de- and remyelination affects all fibers groups
identically, that is:
p(X;Dj) P. (X) = PD. (X)
Dkk
j Pkj k
To simplify the notation we define the random variable:
< = D. (5.15)
then ccndition (5.14) becares:
p Cq;D.) = Djpj (Djq) = DPk(Dq) 
= Pqk (qD) (5.16)
that is the statistics of the randan variable qi do not depend on
the subscript i which identifies the diameter group.
a2) The effect of de- and remyelination is different for diffe-
rent fiber groups, namely:
pq (q;Dj) Pq (q;) for sane or all jk (5.17)
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that is the statistics of qi depends cn the diameter. The conse-
quences of each of the above hypothesis on the distribution of ccn-
duction velocities is examied next.
Given a fiber of diarmeter D i the probability that its ve-
locity measured over a length L falls within scare region vjvj+ 1)
is given by:
Vj+l
P(v [VjVj+l) ;D i) = f Pv(;D i (518)
V.
where the probability density Pv(u;Di) is a function of the proba-
bility density of the internodal lengths p, (X;Di) since:
N.
v = (1/ T) X (5.19)
1 j=l 
Under hypothesis al), p, (X;D i ) is the same for all fibers
in the i-th group, therefore the probability expressed by (5.18) is
the same for all of them. Let's call S(vj,Di ) the number of fibers
with diameter D i which have velocity in the range [vj,vj+l). We have
then:
S (v. ,D.)
lim ( ) P= (V[,vj. ;D) (5.20)
S(Di) S (Di
For finite but large S(D4) w can say that:
S(vj,Di ) - S(D i) f Pv (;D i du (5.21)
Vj
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In order to get the total number S(vj) of fibers which have conduc-
tion velocities in the j-th interval, we have to sun all S (vj,Di ) for
all i fromn 1 to M, namely:
M M j+l
S(v.) = C S(v.,D.) = ( S(D)(;D.)d (5.22)jl i= v.
Fran the definition of Snr(v) we have that:
S (Di ) = (MKK2 D?) 1 (K vD (5.23)
where the subscript "nor" stands for normal. Replacing (5.23) in (5.22)
we obtain:
M 2 , ' j+i
Sv.)- ' ( (KK D2) ilor(KvDi ) I pv(u;Di)du (5.24)Vi nori vi V.
furthermore, because of (5.19) the probability density of v is given
by:
pv(U;Di) = civ (NiPj) (NiuT)) (5.25)
j=l,Ni
where the symbol "eonv" stands for convolution of all probability
densities pX (Ni u T) from j = 1 to N i . The relevant point here is that
the first and second rmients of this density are:
E(v;Di) = -E(;Di) = E(q)Di/T = qDi/T (5.26)
T
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2 2
a = aI/NiT (5.27)
for large Ni the variance of v is always very small, as we have
seen when we studied the effects of aging. We can consider then that
pv(v;D) is entirely confined in the range [vj,vj+l ) which contains
its mean, that is:
V.3j+l 1 for v. < qD/T < vj
/ pv(v;D)dV = I - j+
. (0 otherwise
(5.28)
Replacing this result in (5.24), we obtain:
S(vj) = (K T/ q r) nor( Kvrj/ T ) (5.29),
(5.30)
we can now find the abnormal distribution of conduction velocities
Sabn (v) of the diseased peripheral nerve by using the definition:
abn(vj) = Kv.S(vj ) = ()nor( KTj/q) (5.31)
Since KvT/ q < 1, this expression means that the conduction velocity
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distribution for the diseased nerve under hypothesis al) is shif-
ted and carpressed as shown in Figure 5.3.3. A direct ccnsequen-
ce of (5.30) is that the normalized vlocity range of abn (v)
is:
v -V 
max,abn mn, bn
abnr Vnax, abe_
C5v - Cv
Cvmax,nor min ,nor b (531)
max,norr (531)
where C = K T/ q and bno r is the normalized velocity range forv nor
normal healthy nerve. We can sumnarize the ccrsequences of hypothe-
sis al) an the distribution of conduction velocities as follows:
i) the maximum conduction velocity vmaxabn is less
then v
max,nor
ii) the normalized velocity range babn is the same as
bnoro
Under hypothesis a2) according to which the de- and remye-
lination act selectively cn the different fiber size groups,
we can consider two cases:
a2.1) The large fibers are primarily affected
a2.2) The small fibers are-primarily affected
In the first case , to fix ideas we can consider
that the randan variable qi = X/Di defined previously has mean q
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which is equal to K. , i.e. the normal value, for all fibers which
have diameter below sane D diameter D1 and q < K, for all fibers
which have diameter greater than D2 > D1. This is shown in Figu-
re 5.3.4.a . The cansequenoes of this assumption are that the dis-
tributicn of conduction velocities is unaffected for all those fi-
bers which have diameter less than D1 while it is distorted for those
with diameter greater than D2 , according to hypothesis al). The re-
suiting distribution of conduction velocities is the superposition
of these two portions and it is represented in Figure 5.3.4.b. We
observe that = V while v < V so
mina}n ~n inmor max,aI= max,nor'
that the normalized velocity range is:
b.a n= (Vmax, - Vmn , ab n ) /V ma x ,
=- v - Vminnor/ ,nor < bnor (5.32)
We can summarize the conseqces of hypothesis a2.1 as:
i) the maximum conduction velocity v is
less than max,nor
ii) the normalized velocity range ba n is less
than b
nor
In the second case, that is when the small fibers are primarily affec-
ted by de-and remyelination , the mean q as a function of dia-
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meter can be represented as in Figure 5.3.5.a and the resulting
distribution of conduction velocities is shown in Figure 5.3.5.b. In
this case we have that the normalized velocity range for the disea-
sed fiber is:
ab=n minTCnor/Vlxnor > bnor (5.33)
The consequences of this hypothesis can therefore be surmarized
as:
i) the maximum conduction velocity V axab n = Vmax,nor
ii) the normalized velocity range babn > bnor
.
Under hypothesis b) we have that the mean internodal length
. of each fiber is considered as a randaom variable over the ensemble
of fibers in the same diameter group and it is distributed according
to some probability density p (X;Di) ( which has mean and variance
independent of the number N. of internodes in each fiber.)We have
then that the conduction velocity of the k-th nerve fiber in the i-th
diameter group is:
1 Ni
v N. Xjk,i (5.3NiT 4)
which has expected value k,i = k, i/T The randan variable over
the ensemble of fibers with diameter D i has mean
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E{ ki/T } = E{Xk,i}/T i/T (5.35)
and variance a 2 which is not necessarily small. We can follow
Vi
the samr steps as in hypothesis a) to obtain the distribution of con-
duction velocities ab (vj) as a function of the distribution of
conduction velocities in the normal nerve nor(v). The result is:
an(;)= c C nor(Cv)pv(v ;v)dv (5.36)
Vo
where C <1 depends on the statistics of the internodal length.
The probability density pv(vj ;v) of the conduction velocity of a ner-
ve fiber in the diseased nerve depends on the conduction velocity which
that nerve fiber would have in a healthy nerve, that is v.
The substantial difference between this hypothesis and hypoyhe-
sis a) is that under a) the probability density p,(vj,v) was a
function of the numnber of internodes in the nerve fibers and as long as
this nuater was large, the standard deviation associated to Pv(vj; v)
was always small. Under hypothesis b) this is no longer true and
the standard deviation of pv(vj ;v) can be large. Assuming that
nor (v) and pv(v;v) are as represented in Figures 5.3.6.a and b,
the resulting distribution of conduction velocities B ab(v) accor-
ding to (5.36) is shown in Figure 5.3.6.c. We note that the maximum
conduction velocity decreases while the normalized velocity range
increases.
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Axonal degeneration, if it is uniformly distributed over the
whole fiber size range, is expected to cause only a reduction in
the amplitude of the recorded ccmpound action potential. Distortion
of the distribution of conduction velocities from the normal is
cnly possible through a non-uniform axonal loss. If large,fast con-
ducting fibers are affected primaril* then a reduction in the ma-
ximum conduon velocity and the normalized velocity range would
be expected. If small fibers are affected primarily then the maxi-
rman conduction velocity should remain at its normal value but the
normalized velocity range would be reduced.
The results of this discussion on segmental demyelination
and axnal degeneration are summarized in Table 5.
The experinental data presented in the previous section suggests
quite clearly that in diabetic sensory neuropathy the maximmn ccnduc-
tion velocity is reduced and with less significance that the nor-
malized velocity range is the same as is in normals. The maxirmumn con-
duction velocities and normalized velocity ranges with the associa-
ted standard deviations in the median and ulnar nerves in both pcpu-
lations are:
- Normal Median, v = 7 sec, b = .372, b = .096
- Diabetic Median, vmax = 52.7 m/sec, b = .350, ab = .105
- Normal Ulnar, vmax = 65.9 m/sec, b = .392, ab = .089
- Diabetic Ulnar, Vax = 53.7 m/sec, b = .341 ab = .105
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TABLE 5
(b) De- and RemyelAinatian Axal Loss
hyp. a) al.l al.2 b) uniform large wnal
>bXr X X
> bnor X X
= bnor
<V X X X X
max< 
<maxnor
Vmax,nor X XX X
Hyp. a) Segmental Demyzelinaticn affects all diareter groups equally.
al.l) Large diareter groups are affected primarily.
al.2) Small diameter groups are affected primarily.
b) All dianeter groups are affected, but fibers in the sane
group may be affected differently.
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The standard deviation for all groups is roughly a = .1,
and the largest difference betw-een normalized velocity ranges is
bnor,ul - bdiab,u =- .051 ^' a/2, suggesting that in fact b does
not change significantly with diabetes. The only consistent epla-
nation according to Table 5 is then that uniform derrelina-
tiol and relinatmn ( that is, which affects all fibers in
the same way)is the maior pathological dcange in diabeticne a-
thy. The other possibility is that b is slightly less than nor-
mal in diabetes which according to Table 5 would indicate that main-
ly large fibers are affected either by segnt demyelination or
by axonal degeneration, or both. Both possibilities are consistent
with the clinical picture of sensory diabetic neuropathy.
Due to the relatively large intersubject variability of the
maximum conduction velocity and of the normalized velocity range,
it seems that it is unsafe to express any opinion with respect to
the pathological changes according to Table 5 for any individual
case.
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CHGIER 6
COLUDING RE'~P AND SUGGESTIOJS. FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
An electrophysiological and statistical technique for esti-
mating the distribution of conducton velocities in peripheral ner-
v-es from the compound action potential recorded by surface electro-
des has been proposed, developed and analyzed. The method is appeal-
ing for clinical studies of human peripheral neuropathies because
it is non invasive and it can be applied to most of the peripheral
nerves. On the other hand, because it uses measureents which in ge-
neral have very low signal-to-noise ratios, it may present relati-
vely large uncertainities associated with the estimates. Also,
because the intensity of the recorded action potentials fran peri-
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pheral nerve fibers depends quadratically an the fiber diameter,
the technique has an "intrinsic"limitation for measuring the acti-
vity in the small fibers, and is therefore restricted to the study
of the upper half of the fiber size spectrum (approximately fran
5p on.).
The technique was carpared to standard histological
techniques for obtaining the same information and the results were
in good agreement. This evaluation could be further improved by
using more sophisticated histological processes which result in less
shrinkage and distortion of the nerve fibers. The electrcphysiologi-
cal procedure, however, seems to be close to its optimum perfor-
mance and better results could possibly be obtained only by chang-
ing the recording technique, using for instance needle recording
electrodes. The restriction of this would be that the technique
could be used in humans only by a qualified physician.
The signal processing technique is relatively simple but
is subcptimal. Two different further directions could be investi-
gated. One, toward an optimal processor which (if it exists) seems
to have huge canputational coaplexity and may not result in sig-
nificantly better estimates. The seccnd path to follow, would be
toward a simpler signal processing scheme which would require less
computation, even sacrificing accuracy if necessary.
Diabetic sensory neuropathy was studied with this tech-
nique. We think that sace interesting insights into the underlying
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pathological changes could be obtained. After this first stage,
the study could be extended to more carefully selected and controll-
ed populations and a correlation between the severity of the neu-
rpathy as defined by clinical standards and the distribution of
conduction velocities could be attempted. Other neurcpathies, such
as alcoholic neurcpathy or neuropathies of toxic origin could also
be studied and ccnpared.
Only sensory peripheral nerves have been studied with
this technique. Its extention to the study of motor nerves which
innervate skeletal muscles is ccnplicated by the fact that when
the muscle fibers contract due to the stimulation of the motor
nerves, the records of the nerve action potentials are disturbed
by the much larger muscle action potential. In general, the action
potential from the nerve is carpletely bur ied in the evoked EMG
signal. This problem can be corrected in part by recording from the
nerve at points which are relatively far from the innervated mus-
cle. For mixed motor and sensory nerves, we have a similar problem
with respect to the motor portion of the nerve.
It should also be mentioned that the method offers no
sinple means of separating efferent from afferent activity since
it is not based cn the natural stimulation of the nerves through
the sensory receptors or motor structures they innervate.
Finally, we should note that the technique is obviously
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notrestricted to the study of human neurcpathies. In any recording
situation from nerves for which the linear superposition of the
individual action potentials holds and in which only noise corrup-
ted measurements can be made, the proposed estimation technique
can be applied. Among such recordings situations are the recordings
made fraom excised nerves which are camonly used in animal studies
and basic research in physiology.
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APPENDIX 1
lIE ESTIMATOR EQUATIGS
We will show here that if H and B are solutions of the
system of equations:
a(H - Z) + (HB - y' = 0 ( Al.1)
H'Ha - H'y = 0 (A1.2)
then S will also be the root of the quadratic vector equation
SB'Z'y + (ctZ'Z - y'yI)S - mZ'y 0 O (A1.3)
In fact, fromn (Al. 1) we have that:
H(aI + B8') = -aZ + yB' (A1.4)
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the matrix (caI + BB') is always invertible for a f 0 and its in-
verse is given by:
(aI + 8'))- 1 = (2 + a'B)-i ((a + B'B)I - BB') (Al.5)
which can be verified easily. Let's call k a= + B'B . Replacing
(A1.5) in (A1.4) we obtain:
H = k (kZ + y' - Z8B') (A1.6)
Expression (A1.2) can be written as:
H'(HB -y) = O (Al.7)
Frin (A1.6) we get the following equality:
H8 - y = k (ZB - y) (A1.8)
which replaced in (A1.7) gives:
(kI-B')Z'ZB - (kI - B')Z'y + BB'Z'y - y'yS = O (Al.9)
multiplying this equation by (aI + BS') and using the identity
(A1.5), we obtain:
akZ'ZB - akZ'y + (aI + SB')BB'Z'y - (aI + B')y'y8 = 0 (Al.10)
which after rearanging the termnns and using the definition of k,
reduces to:
88'Z'y + (aZ'Z - y'yI)S - aZ'y = 0 (Al.ll)
which is the desired result.
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APPENDIX 2
THE STIMUJWS ARTEFACT
The nerve response r(t) in (3.18b) starts only at some time
tf d/v after the application of the stimulating pulse, where d is
max
distance between the recording and stimulating electrodes and v is
max
the maximum conduction velocity of the nerve. Therefore, for t s[O,tf)
we have only the stimulus artefact plus noise, namely:
y(t) = A(1 - at)exp(-at) + n(t), tSLO,tf) (A2.1)
and we want A and a such that the mean square error:
tf
L = f (y(t) - A(1- t)e t)2dt (A2.2)
t
0
is minimum. The initial time t is chosen such that the initial transient
o
has settled and the model matches the artefact. If such A and a exist,
they must be among the solutions of the necessary conditions for minima:
3L
= 0 (A2.3)
DA
= 0 (A2.4)
act
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(Note: pp. 138-141 are non-existent; continue on p. 142.)
while the second caqm, ent is minimized by shielding all cables.
The ypothesis about the carposition of the stimulus
artefact is consistent with the experientall observation that
the stimulus artefact grows linearly with stimulus intensity. This
is rnw briefly reported
The experimental set up was the sane as for nmasuring the
coapound action potential fran the nedian nerve and it is descri-
bed in detail in Appendix 3. The electrical stimulus, consisting of
an electrical pulse of 50 microseconds duration was increased
fram 0 to 84 Volts and ieasurments were taken at 13 different in-
tensities. At each of these intensities, the stimulus art.fact was
neasured by averaging 1024 individual responses, and one such
average response is shown in Figure A2.1. 'The peak-to-peak. values
were plotted againsttiulus intnsity. The linear regression
_ine of the peak-to-peak values versus stimlus intensity was caQ-
puted using leastsquares and it is slicn in Figure A2.2.
The linear nature of the artefact suggested the following
solutin - soon d for .. bvious reasons - to eliminate
it from the action potential records: First, using a very snall
stimulus intensity, so that no nerx fiber in the trunk is stimulated
the aract is measured:
yl(t) - a(t) + nl(t), t [0,TI (
whre nl(t) is neaursmtnt noise with zero mean and spectal density
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ai. Then the CtTxoWd actioa potential is easured:
Y2 (t) = r(t) + Ka(t) + n 2(t), te[0,T] (.-2)
where r(t) is the signal from the nerve, and n 2 (t) is zero mean noise
with spectral density 02. The scaling factor K is estimated by the
ratio of the stimulus intensities used to obtain yl (t) and Y2 (t)
The artefact free signal is then obtained by:
Y2 (t) = Y2(t) - Kyl (t) =
- r(t) + n2 (t) - Knl(t) =
= r(t) + n(t) (A2.3)
where the noise n(t) has spectral density 2 = o2 + K22a2 Clearly,
we need a ey small o in order to have 2 re aly small because
K is in general large. We have calculated that under typical condi-
2 2
tins ( K = 10, = 2a2 and y 2 (t) obtained by averaging 1024 respon-
sea at the rate of 10 stiulus/sec) yl(t) should be the average of
about 105 individual responses whih would take about 3 hours of
averaging. This approach was abndoed. he following solution to eli-
minate the artefact was finally used:
It was realized that the artefact could usually
be mideled with a very good accuracy by the following fimcticn:
a(t) = A(1 - at)exp(-at) t0
(A2.4)
· s atus4.140 -e
' -140 -
In the actual artefact the discontinuity at t = 0 is obviously
nn-existent, therefore there is always a large error betmen the
model and the actual signal in the neighborhood of t = 0. Otherwise
the model matches the artefact quite well . The least-squares esti-
maticn of A and a is now described.
The nerve re se r(t) in (A2.2) starts only at some
tine tf = d/vax after the application of the stimulating pulse, whesre
d is distance between the recording and stimulating electrodes
and vax is the maxim ocIduction velocity of the nerve. There-
fore, for t c [O,tf) we have only the stimulus artefact plus noise,
namely:
y(t) = A(1 - at)exp(at) + n(t), te[O0,tf) (A2e5)
and we want A and a such that the mean suare error:
tf
L = I (y(t) -A(l-t)e-at) 2 dt (A2.6)
to
is minin. e initial time t o is dchosen such that the initial
transient has settled and the model mates the artefact. If such A
and a exist, they must be ammg the solutions of the neessary 
caditinas for minima:
L = o (A2.7)
aA
M MO (A2.8)
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which gives:
f y(t) (2t-at2)et dt = A V(a,) (A2.5)
! y(t) (1-at)e atdt = A (1-at) 2e-2 dat t (A2.6)
e
where
'(a,e) A X(a) - e X(acE) (A2.7)
X(a) (1- (1+2a-6a2 +4a3)e 2 a)/8a2 (A2.8)
and
£ totf A(A2.9)
The algorithm which will be used to solve the above set of equa-
tions in A and a , depends on the notonicity of the function
(a, e) in the neighborhood of the solution. First, we will show that
x(a) = (,(aO) is strictly nmaootnically decreasing. In fact, for
a>O, X(a) is strictly monotonically decreasing if and only if:
dX(a)
< 0 for a> (A2010)
da
we note that
4 3 2 -2adXc(a) (4a 4 - 8a + 2a + 2a + 1)e -1
=__3 _(A2.11)
da 4a3
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is strictly negative for positive a if
4a4 8a3 + 2a2 + 2a + 1 < e2 (A2.12)
We note that for any given polynanial,making a sufficiently large
e 2 can be made larger than that polyncmial. This assures that the
inequality (A2.12) is always true for sufficiently large a .Expan-
ding e2 a in series, (A2.12) bec:es:
(a - 2) < 2 E (2a)i/(i+3) (A2.13)
i=O
Now, we note that for a <2 the left hand side is always non-positive
while the right hand side is strictly positive. We have the inequa-
lity then verified for O<a <2 . For a> 2, we proceed as follows:
The right hand side of (A2.13) can be written as
i 2 32 I (2a) /(i+3)' 1/3 + a/6 + a /15 + a3/45 +
i=0O
+ 2 i (2a) /(i+3)'
i=4
p(a) + (a) (A2.14)
If we now show that
p(a) > (a - 2) for a > 2 (A2.15)
then because (a) > 0 for a> O and i(a) > 0 for a>O, we have
(A2.13) verified for all positive a
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We have that:
a3 + 3a2 + 7.5a 2 + 15
p (a) = (A2.16)_
45
and
3a2+ 6a + 7.5
da 45 (A2.17)_
which are both nncotonically increasing for positive a , and p(a)
is a convex function in any closed interval [ O,x ] in that region.
Wie have therefore that for any a0 and a a> s o:
p(a) - p(a o ) > (a - ao)p(ao) (A2.18)
In particular for ao = 3.444 for which p(ao ) = 1 and p(ao ) = 2.6,
we have .that
p(a) > a- .844 > a - 2 (A2.19)
and inequality (A2.13) is verified for all positive a
We will show now that for certain values of e, the func-
tion '(a,c) is non-manotonically decreasing in a certain range of
positive a . In fact, 'Y(a,C) is strictly mnnotonically decreasing
if and only if:
dPT dXI 3 dX
-f= - £E < 0 (A2.20)
da da da
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but,
dX = Q(a)e-2 - 16 (A221)
da 364a
where Q(a) is a polynomial. Condition _(A2-.20) implies then that:
Q(a)e 2a > Q(ae)e (A2.22)
for all e (0,1). This can be satisfied if and only if Q(a)e
is monotonically decreasing, that is if:
d Q(a)e = {Q(a) - 2Q(a)} e-2 < 0 (A2.23)
dCa
or
Q(a) - 2Q(ac < 0 (A2.24)
In terms of the roots of Q(a) - 2Q(a) we obtain that:
(A2.25)
- -2Qnt) { <O, for a (0,(5-,/5)/2) U ((5+15)/2,0 )
>0, for a elsewhere
Therefore we can guarantee the uniqueness of the inverse of T (a,s)
only if is restricted to one of the intervals for which (A2.24)
is satisfied. Under this restriction, the system of equations (A2.25)
and (A2.26) which gives the least squares estimates of the para-
meters of the artefact is then solved in the following way:
We start with same a and obtain A fran (A2.25), and
o o40
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the next iterated value a from (A2.9) as long as ' (a4E.) is uniquely
1
invertible for that a,. At the n-th iteration, w have that:
-at 1 2 -2oc tAn {IE y(t) (1- nt)ent dt} / {r (1-cnt) e n dt} (A2.26)
(f (nl' ) = Anl{l y(t) ( 2 tnt2)endt} .(A2.27)
which converges to the solution provided that ' (%n,e) is inverti-
ble for all an.
This algorithm was inplerented in Fortran and it is listed
in Appendix 5. Only in a very few cases convergence couldn't be cb-
tained , and those corresponded in general to situations in
which the artefact was unusually large and the true value of a was
outside the range for which convergence can be guaranteed. The algo-
rithm was extensively tested with real data obtained under typical
circumstances; - ne such result is shown in Figure A2. 1.
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APPENDIX 3
INISTRIU'EATION MD TESTIiG PROCEDUEKS
We have collected data on 90 peripheral nerves (median
and ulnar), in a total of 27 subjects, 13 were diabetic male sub-
jects with ages ranging franom 26 yrs, to 71 yrs.; 9 were non-diabe-
tic male subjects with ages from 19 yrs. to 62 yrs. and 5 were
normal female subjects with ages frma 18 yrs. to 38 yrs.The ex-
perinental set up as well as the instrurents used were changed
during the course of the four month testing period, so not all
of the 90 experiments are comparable in this sense.
We started by using the TECA TE-4 EMG machine for de-
livering the stimulus as well as for recording the nerve response.
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The responses were averaged with a FABRITEK DIGITAL AVERAGER. In
many situations the nerve responses were as small as .1 micro-
volts peak-to-peak, so that 1024 to 4096 individual responses had
to be averaged in order to get an acceptable signal-to-noise ra-
tio. The problem with this set up was that the recording channel
of the TECA TE-4 was corrupted by a stimulus-locked digital noise
and was enhanced together with the nerve response by the avera-
ging process. This noise was probably generated inside the stimu-
lator, and it was about .1 microvolt peak-to-peak. Many of the
records done under these circ'ustances couldn't be used for
the estimation of the distribution of conduction velocities. The
problem was solved by using the TECA TE-4 preamplifier with se-
parate batteries and the vertical channel of a Tektronix oscillos-
cope as amplifier.
The stimulus artefact was most of the time excessively
large, that is of the order of 1 Volt peak-to-peak, while the lar-
gest nerve response recorded was about 60 microvolts. We found
that most of the artefact was primarily radiated by the cables
which connected the stimulating electrodes to the stimulator, and
picked up by the wires of the recording electrodes. This problem
was satisfactorily solved by shielding all signal cables. The
stimulus artefact was lowered to the 5 to 20 microvolt range, which
was excellent when the nerve responses were of the order of 60
microvolts, but still poor when they were in the fractions of micro-
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volts.
The worst kind of noise of physiological origin in this
study was the EMG signal generated by the muscles near to the
recording electrodes. Few subjects had the ability to turn off vo-
luntarily all their motor units in the arm under study for a
longer period of time. We decided then to provide a "feedback" to
the subject through an oscilloscope, so that he could watch his
own ENM signal and learn how to turn it off. With this arrangement
alnost all subjects were able in a few minutes to relax their arms
cmpaletely. The final set-up,used from experiment numner 50 on,
is shown in Figure A3.l.
The subjects were asked to wash their ars with soap in
order to remove any saline layer of low resistivity which might be
present on the surface of the skin. They were seated comfortably
in an armchair. The ground strap electrode was attached and the best
position for placing the recording electrodes was determined. This
was done by stimulating different spots on the skin until the nerve
was maximally stimulated. All median nerve responses were recorded
at the wrist and all ulnar nerve responses at the elbow. The recor-
ding electrodes were made of lead and measured 1 by 1 can. The ring
electrodes used for stimulation were placed in the appropriate
finger : finger 3 for the median nerve and finger 5 for the ulnar
nerve.
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FIGUIE A3.1
The electrical stimulus was delivered by the stimulator
of the TCA TE-4 EMG machine at the rate of 10 pulses/sec. and it
consisted of pulses of 50 microsec. duration. We started by sti-
mulating the nerve. supramaximally, just below the threshold for
pain. Then, after the compound action potential was measured, we
applied the threshold stimulation, usually below the threshold for
sensation. In the first case, usually 512 to 1024 individual nerve
responses were averaged while in the second case 1024 to 4096
nerve responses were used. In many instances, the second part was
repeated two or three times until the smallest nerve response could
be obtained.
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APPEDIX 4
EVALUATIO1 OF TrE ESTItATOR USIiG SY'(ihETIC CCWOLUD
ACTION POllThIAL
The estimator described in chapter 3, was evaluated
using synthetic data, in the following way:
The basic action potential h(vrt) was assumed to have
soane realistic shape as shwn in Figure A4.1.a. The distribution
of conduction velocities 8 (v), was assumed to be the one shown in
Figure A4.2, represented by the black dots. The compound action po-
tential was then generated according to:
14
y(t) = I a.h(v.t) (A4.1)j=l
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This campound acticn potential is shown in Figure A4.1.c. Finally,
randan noise was added to h(vrt) as shown in Figure A4.1.b, in
such a way that o2/I IhI 12 = .108, and to the campound action po-
tential y(t) in theproporticon c2 /I lY 12 = .01. This data was
used to estimate the distributicon of ccnductiom velocities. The
comaputed estimate a (v) is shown in Figure A4.2 and is represen-
ted by the bars. The mean-square error normalized to the squared
norm of the true distribution of ccnduction velocities resulted:
^C2 2) / .0055£- (! a I )- 154 -
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APPEDIX 5
COfftER PitGPS'1 LISTINGS
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Prgrm Nae: VELDIS
urpose: Campute the least-squares estimate of the Distribution
of conduction velocities fran the artefact-free nerve signals.
SequenMce:
1- Reads in relevant data parameters and the data; namely:
N = the total number of sample points, that is the total length
of the data. It must not exceed 400.
M = The number of discrete velocities. It must not exceed 24.
Z = Is the recorded nerve response to threshold stimulus. (Arte-
fact-free)
Y = Is the recorded nerve response to supramaximal stimulation.
(Artefact-free)
LZ, LY = Are the number of leading zeros in Z and Y respectively;
that is, the number of sample points between the stimulus
and the onset of the nerve response.
NZ, NY = Are the actual number of data points in Z and Y.
AZ,BZ and AY,BY = Are the parameters of the baselines to be sub-
tracted from Z and Y.
EXTREME VELOCITIES = Are the normalized extreme velocities.
SCAIE = The conduction velocity corresponding to Z. The above men-
ticned extremes are normalized to this number.
ALPHA = The ratio between the variance of the noise in Y and the
variance of the noise in Z.
2 - ENERGIES = The squared norms - of Z and Y are computed and the
ratio XSC is printed out.
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3- VELOCITIES - From the given normalized velocity range and the
total number of discrete velocities M, the normalized value
of each velocity is camputed.
4- MATRIX H - Using the vector Z and the discrete velocities calcu-
lated in (3), the elements of the matrix Z are cacputed by
linear interpolation as indicated by expressions (3.44) and
(3.45) of Chapter 3.
5- EIG(NVALUES - The eigenvalues of Z 'Z and the orthonormal matrix
0 are ccaputed.
6- VECTOR U - The vector u = 0'Z'y defined in Chapter 3 is calcu-
lated.
7- ORDERMG - All eigenvalues are reordered in an incresing order.
8- SEARCH - The eigenvalues of Z'Z and the elements of the vector
U are relabeled (re-indexed).
9- IROT - The maximnn root of (3.28) is determined.
10- OUTPUt - Vectors gamna and beta corresponding to the maxinun
root of (3.28) are calculated and the estimate of the dis-
tribution of conduction velocities (beta) is displayed in an
appropriate format.
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C AS OF AUGUST_ 14,z1976
C ******************** VELDIS *********************
C * N = TOTAL LENGHT OF THE DATA, IT MUST NOT :
C * EXCEED 400.
C * M = NUMBER OF DISCRETE VELOCITIESi MUST NOT
C * EXCEED 24.
C * 2 = IS THE RECORDED RESPONSE TO THRESHOLD STI- *
C * U.JLAT I ON 
C * Y = IS THE RECORDED RESPONSE TO SUPRAAXIIMAL *
C * STIMULATION.
C * LNZ =- ARE THE NUMBER OF LEADING ZEROS AND
C * THE NUMBER OF ACTUAL DATA POINTS IN . *
C * LY, NY = ARE THE NUMBER OF LEADING ZEROS AND 
C * THE NUMBER OF ACTUAL DATA POINTS IN Y. *
C * AZBZ = ARE THE PARAMETERS OF THE BASELINE TO *
C * BE SUBTRACTED FROM Z.
C * AY,BY = ARE THE PARAMETERS OF THE BASELINE TO *
C * BE SUBTRACTED FROM Y.
C **************************************************
C
$NDM
DIMENSION Zl(350),Y1(350)
C
DIMENSION AM(25),IR(25)
DIMENSION A(25,25)
DIMENSION V(25,1),S(25)
DIMENSION H(25,25)
DIMENSION T(25,25)
DIMENSION Z(400,1 ),Y(40a0 1 ),U1(400),U2(400)
DIMENSION BTA(25 1)
PR INT, "N, M"
READN,M
PRINT, "=="
READ, 1 I
?RINT. "LM, NZ="
RE AD, L, LX
PR I MT, "
READ, Yl
PR TNT, "L YNYY="
READ. LY, NY
2PRINT,"EXTREME VEL' S"
READ,VMINVMAX
PR INT, "AM,BM-"
READ, AA, B
DO 5 I=l,LX
L=L2+I
~(L,1)=-0001'(~1(I)-AZ- B~*(I-I))
5CONT I NJ E
DO 7 I=l ,L
Z ( 1, 1 )=0
7CONTtINJ E
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0R INT, "A ', 3Y-"
READ, AY, B v
DO 10 I1,NMY
L=LY+ I
YCL,1)=.0001*(Y (I)-AY-BY*( I-I))
1 0CONTINUE
DO 11 1=1,LY
Y( I, 1 )=0
1 1CONTINtUE
C **ENERGIES**
ENY= 0
EN-=0
DO 12 I=I,N
ENY-ENY+ ( I, 1 )/N)**2
EN7=ENT+(ZC I, )/N)**2
1 2 C ONT NTUE
XSC = SQRT (ENY/ENm )
oR I NT, ' XS C ="
PRINT 250, XSC
C
C **VELOC IT IES**
C
XMAAX=ALOG ( VMAX )
XM IN--ALOG (VPM IN )
DEL= CXMAX-XMIN)/M
M-M+1
DO 20 I--1,M
V( I, )=EXP(XMIN+(I-1 )*DEL)
20CONT INIE
C
C **3ATRIX H**
C
DO 25 J=1, M
Vl =VCJ, )
CALL INTPOLCtUl ,V1, ,MN)
DO 21 I=J.,M
V2=V I,) I)
CALL INTOL(UJ2,V2R,,MN)
T( IJ)=0
DO 21 L=I1,N
T(I,J)=T( IJ)+tTJlL)*U2 (L)
21CONT I NUE
S J)=0.
DO 23 L=1,N
S(J)=S(J)+U1 (L)*Y(Ll)
23CONT INUE
25 CONT INUE
DO 27 J=1,M
DO 26 I=J M
T(J, I )=T(J)
26 CONT INUE
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(J, 1 )=S(J)
27CONTINU E
C
C **EIGENVALUES & EIGENVECTORS**
C
EPS=0
NA=25
NB=25
DO 34 =11,M
AM( I )=0
IRCI)=0
DO 34 J=1.M
H( I,J)=0.
34CONT I NUE
CALL EIG1 (T,HM. EPSAM, IRJNANB)
DO 35 I= ,M
S( t )=T (I, I )
35 CONT INUE
YSQ=O
DO 36 I=l.N
YS Q S Q+YC I, 1 )**2
36CONT INUE
?1RINT, "YSQ = "
PRINT 250,YSQ
R INT , ''S CALE="
READ, SCA
C
C **VECTOR U**
C
CALL TRANSP(H.A,MM)
C
C **ORDERING**
C
37PR I NT, "ALPHA="
RPEAD, AL
38D0 40 I=1,M
S ( I ) ALP*T( I I )-YS Q
40CONT INP!E
CALL TRANS P (A, HI M. M)
CALL PRODMA (Ai F, V M.M, )
CALL ORD(S,VH,M)
C
C **SEARCH**
C
K=M
DO 49 I=1 ,M
IF(V (I,1)) 49,47,49
47K=K-1
CALL RELAB(S,V,H I,KM)
4 9CONT IPU E
C
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C **ROOT**
C
L=K
102XS=-S (L)
IF(XS) 110,105, 1 10
105 L=L- 1
GO TO 102
1 1 0X=XS+ABS (XS)
XFT -0 ·
115D0 120 J=1,M
XFUT--XFJ+ (ALP*V(J, 1 )**2)/(X+S (J))
120CONT INUE
IF(XFU -X) 130, 130,125
125 X=X+ABS (XS )
GO TO 115
130A1 = XS
A2-X
CALL R00T (A1 JA2,V, S,X, KALP)
C-X
C
C **OUTPUT**
.C
PR I NT," "
I=K
185D0 186 J=1,K
BTA(J, I)-ALP*V(J, I)/(C+S( J))
I 86CONTINUE
CALL PRODMA(H, BTA Y,M M 1 )
PRINT 250 ,C
"RINT," "
CALL GRAPH(M, I Y, XMIN, DEL, SCA)
PRINT, "C ONT I tJE= 1 STOP=0"
I90READ(50,,ERR=I9Z) IAB
IF( IAB) 92, 1 92,3 7
1 92PR INT, "CHANGE PARAMETERS = 1 "
READ, JAMS
M=M-1
IF(JANS) 193,193,2
193RINT 200, (Y(II),I=-1,M)
200FORMAT(2X, 5 (El0 .4,2X) )
210FORMAT ( 1X,"VELOC IT IES",//)
22F ORMAT ( 1 X, "E I GENVALUE S " //)
230FORMATC1 X,"VECTOR U" ,//)
240FORMAT ( X, "EIGENVECTORS",//)
250FORMAT( 1 X, E 0.4)
END
C *************t********I*TOL**********************
C * SUBROUTINE INTPOL(HVIl,,M,N),DESIGNED TO
C * GENERATE A WAVEFORM H WHICH IS ESSENTIALLY
C * 7 TRAVELLING AT A LOWER SPEED V1-M IS DUMMY
C * N MUJST BE LESS THAN 100.
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C ********************************************
C
SU BROUTINE INTPOLCHtV1I,M,IN)
DIMENSION F(400J,1)H(400)
IF(V1- )10a,10,30
1 0K=0
DO 29 I=2*N
CR=-(K+1 )/V1+(I-1 )
IF(CR) 27J27 26
26K=K+ 1
27K1 =K+2
K2=K+1
H( I)=(Z(K 1 1 )- (K2, 1 ) )*VI*1¢ I -K/VI )+ (K2, 1 )
2 9C ONT INUE
GO TO 50
30D0 35 I=2,N
X= I *V 1
J=1 *X
L=J+l
IF(L-N)32,31 31
31J=N
L=N
32TAU=X-J
H(I)=(J, 1 )+(Z(L, )-(J 1 ) )*TAU
35CO5T INU E
50CONTINU E
RE TURN
END
SUBROU TI.NE EIGI (A,BN, EPS,AA, IRNA,NB)
DIMENSION A(25),B(25),AM(25), IR(25)
JSF( IJ)=N*( I-I)+J-(I *(I- I))/2
IJDF( I,J)=NA*(J-1 )+I
1 EN=N
3 IF(NA-1 )7,5,7
5 MF=1
GO TO 1 0
7 MF=0
10 IF(EPS)601. 11, I12
11 SE=1.OE-12
GO TO 15
12 SE=SQRTCEPS)
15 DO 60 I=IN
DO 50 J=1VN
IJNB* cJ- 1 )+I
50 B(IJ)=0.
AM( I)=0.
I=NB*( I- 1 )+I
,60 3(II)=I.0
80 DO 90 J=2,N
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DO 90 I=1,K
IF(MF) 601,82,83
82 L=IJDF(I,J)
GO TO 84
83 L=IJSF(I.J)
84 T=AS (A(L))
IF(T-AM(J) )90, 85, 85
85 AMCJ)=T
IRCJ)= I
90 CONTINUE
100 BA=0.
DO 125 J=2,N
IF(AM(J)-BA) 125,120,120
120 BA=AM¢-J)
L=IRCJ)
M=J
125 CONTINUE
IF(MF)601, 126, 127
126 LM=IJDF(LM)
MM=LM-L+M
LL IJDF( L,L)
GO TO 138
127 LM=IJSF(L,M)
LL=LM-M+L
MM=IJSFCM,M)
138 IF(EN*ABS(A(LM))-SE)590, 153,150
150 LMI=L-1
LPI =L+1
MMi =M-1
MP 1 =M+1
200 R=SQRT((A(LL)-A(MM) )*,2+4.*A(LM)*AC(LM))
T=ACLL) -A(MM)
400 C=SQRTC.5*(1.+ABSCT)/R))
S=-A(LM)/(R*C)
IFCT) 401,402,402
401 S=-S
402 SS=S*S
CC=C*C
SC=S*C
P=2.*A(LM)*SC
A(LM)=AM(L)=AM(M)=0.
IF(LM ) 411,450,41 l
411 DO 440 I=l,LMI
IF(MF) 601l412,413
412 IL=IJDF(IL)
IM= IJDF ( I, M)
GO TO 414
413 IL=IJSF( I,L)
IM=IL-L+M
414 TE=A(IL)
A(IL)=A IL)*C-A( IM)*S
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A( IM)=A(IM)*C+TE*S
TEM=ABS (AtIL) )
IF(TEM-AM(L)) 430,415,415
415 AM(L)=TEM
IR(L)=I
430 TEM=ABS (A(IM))
IF(TEM-AM(M)) 440,435,435
435 AM(M)=TEM
IR(M)=I
440 CONTINUE
450 IF(LPI-M) 451,S00,451
451 DO 490 K=LP1,MMI
JF(MF) 601,/462,463
462 LK=I JDF(L,K)
LT =LK- L
KM= IJDF ( K, M)
GO TO 464
463 LK=IJSFC(LK)
KM= I JSF ( K, M)
464 TE=A(LK)
A(LK)=A(LK)*C-ACKM) *S
A (KM) =A(KM) *+TE*S
IF(IR(K)-L) 465,470,465
465 TEM=ABS(A(LK))
IF(TEM-AM(K)) 480,467,467
467 AM(K)=TEM
IR(K)=L
GO TO 480
470 AM(K)=0.
KM1 -K- 1
DO 475 IT=1,KMI
IF(MF) 601,471,472
471 ITK=LT+IT
GO TO 473
472 ITK=IJSF(IT, K)
473 TEM=ABS(A(ITK))
IF(TEM-AM(K)) 475,474,474
474 AMCK) TEM
IR(K)=IT
475 CONT INTE
480 TEM=ABS(A(KM))
IF(TEM-AM(M)) 490,485,485
485 AM(M)=TEM
IRCM)=K
490 CONTINUE
500 IF(M-N) 511,580,511
511 DO 540 J=MPI1N
IF (MF) 601,512,513
512 LJ=IJDF(L,J)
LT=LJ-L
MJ=LT+M
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GO TO 514
513 LJ=IJSF(LjJ)
MJ IJSF(M, J)
514 TE=ACLJ)
A(LJ)-ACLJ)*C-ACMJ)*S
A(MJ)=A(MJ)*C+TE*S
IF(IR(J)-L) 515,525,515
515 IFCIRCJ)-M) 517,525,517
517 TEM=ABS(A(LJ))
IF(TEM-AM(J)) 520A518,518
518 AM(J)=TEM
IR(J)-L
520 TEMABS (A(MJ))
IF(TEM-AM(J) )540,521521
521 AMCJ)=TEM
IRCJ)"M
GO TO 540
525 AM(J)=O.
JM J=J-1
DO 530 IT=I,JMI
IF(MF)601,526,527
526 ITJ=LT+IT
GO TO 528
527 ITJ=IJSFCITJ)
528 TEM=ABS(A(ITJ))
F (TEM-AM(J)) 530,529,529
529 AM(J)=TEM
IR(J)=IT
530 CONTINUE
540 CONTINUE
580 TE=A(LL)
A(LL) =ALL)*CC-P+A(MM)*SS
ACMM)=A(MM) *CC+P+TE*SS
581 DO 585 I:l,N
IL=NB*(L-1)+J
IM=NB*(M- I)+I
TE=B IL)
B IL)=B(IL)*C-B(IM)*S
B(IM)B ( M)*C+TE*S
585 COrTrINUE
GO TO 100
590 IF(MF)601,601,595
595 DO 600 I=2.N
II=!JSF(I, I)
600 A(I)=A(II)
601 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
C ******************* TRANSP *******************
C * SUBROUTINE TRANSP(AB,M,r4),IS USED TO FIND THE*
C * TRANSPOSE B(N,M) OF A MATRIX A(MN). *
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C * DIMENSION NM MUST BOTH BE LESS THAN 25 *
C*************************************************
C
SUBROU TINE TRANSP(AoBMJN)
DIMENSION A(25,25),3(25,25)
DO 1 I=1 ,M
DO 1 J=1,N
B(J, I)=A(ISJ)
ICONTrINT E
RE TURN
END
C ********************* PRODMA *******************
C * SU BROUTINE PRODMA(ABjCGM,NL), EXECUTES THE *
C * PRODUCT OF THE MATRIX A(M BY N) BY B(N BY L) *
C * AND RETU RNS THE MATRIX C(M BY L) *
C * NML MJST ALL BE LESS THAN 25. *
C *************************************************
C
SUBROUTINE PRODMA(ARB,CM,#NL)
DIMENSION A(25,25),B(25, 25),C(25,25)
DO 1 Il1,M
DO I J=l,L
CC¢,J)=0
DO I K=1,N
C( I,J)=C( IJ)+A(IK)*B(K, J)
1 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
C ***************SUBROUTINE ORD(ETAjUM)****************
C
SU BROUTINE ORD(ETAjU,HM)
DIMENSION ETA(2S),U(25,1),X(25),Y(25)
DIMENSION HC25, 25),A(252 25)
L=M
K=M- 1
DO 10 J-1,K
CALL MAX(ETA, XU,¥YHALM1JM)
CALL RELAB(ETAUAHM1,LoM)
L=L-1
1 CONTINUE
X(l) =ETA( 1)
Y(M)=U(1,1)
DO 15 I1=1,M
A(I1iM)=H(I1,1)
15 CONT INSUE
DO 20 I=1,M
ETA(I )=X( I)
TJ(I, )=Y(I)
DO 17 11=1,M
H( I I I ) A(I1 I)
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17CONTIN'JE
20CONT INUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE RELAB (ETAU, H,M, K, N)
DIMENSION ETA(25),U(25, 1)
DIMENSION H(25,25)
DO 1 I M, K
ETA I )=ETACI+ )
U(II )-U(I+I, 1)
DO 1 J=1,N
H(J, I )=H(J, 1+1 )
C ONTINUE
RETURN
END
C
C **SUBROUTINE ROOT**
C
SUBROU TINE ROOT(A1,A2,V,S,X,K, ALP)
DIMENSION V(25,1),S(25)
XI-NT= A2 -A 
Kl=1
F (XINT)50, 90, 50
50 X= Al
DO 90 J=1,30
XINT=XINT/2
X=X+X.I NT*K1
XFU=0 ·
DO 80 L=lK
XFU =XFU+(ALP*(L 1 )**2) )/(X+S (L))
80C ONT INTJE
IF(XFU-X) 85, 86, 87
85 K1 =-
GO TO 88
86K1 =0
GO TO 88
87K1 =1
8BK1 =K1
90C ONT I NIIE
RET URN
END
SUBROUTINE GRA?H (N M,FVMIN, DEL, SCA)
DIMENSION F(20,1),JOTJT(45)
50FORMAT(16X,"ESTIMATED DISTFRIBUTION")
55FORMAT(" e")
60FOMAT ( 1X,"VEL'S" ,48X,"DIST.")
65FORMAT(7X,"-20 -15 -10 -5 0 5 1- 15 20")
70FORMAT(1X"."---…--…-I...I---- .I. . I---- ---- I----I----I----
& . )
75FORAT( X. F6.2,3X, 4I1, I X, E9.3 )
76FORMAT(lX,"-20 CORR. TO ",El0.4,o2X,"20 CORR- TO ",E10.4)
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PRINT 55,
PRINT 50,
PRINT 55,
PRINT 60,
PRINT 65,
PRINT 70,
XMAX=0
DO 79 I=M,N
IF(XMAX-ABS (F(IJ1))) 78,79,79
78XMAX=ASS(F( FI. ))
79CONT INTJE
SA=20 / MAX
Al =-XMAX
A2=XMAX
DO 90 =MAN
J=F( I 1 )*SA+20
DO 85 L=1,41
JOTJ TL) =NOTH
85 CONT INUJE
DO 86 K=I1J
JOtJT(K)=Kl
86CONTINUE
XV-SCA*EXP (VMIN+ ( I -1 )*DEL)
PRINT 75,XV, (JOUT(J1 ),JI=1r41 ),F(I,I)
90CONT INUE
PRINT 70,
PRINT 65,
PRINT 55,
RETURN
END
SUBROUTI NE MAX(ETA, ETA 1 U U1 ,HAK,M ,J ,N)
DIMENSION ETA(25),ETAI (25),U(251),oUI (25)
DIMENSION H(25, 25),A(25,25)
XMAX=ETA ( 1 )
M= 1
DO 3 1=1,K
IF(ETA( I )-XMAX) 3,3,2
2XMAX=ETA I )
M=I
3CONTINUE
ETA1 (J)=ETA(M)
UI (J)=U(Mj 1)
DO 4 L=IN
A(LJ)=H(LM)
4 CONTINUE
RE TURN
END
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PROGRAM tAE : ARTIF
PURPOSE: It is designed to estimate the artefact parameters and re-
move it fran the data.
SEQUENCE:
1 - lRelevant data parameters and the data are read in; they are:
START AND STOP - are the discrete time indeces corresponding to
the tines to and tf defined in (A2.6).
TOTAL LENGTH - is the total number of data points.
ALPHA 0 - is the initial guess for alpha.
DATA - is the actual data sequence.
MEAN - is the best initial guess for the mean.
2 - ITERTIONS - Equaticns (A2.10) and (A2.9) are solved iteratively
as indicated in (A2.28) and (A2.29).
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C ********************************************
C * ARTIF
c *
C G* IVEN 
-
C * Y(T)=S(T)+A(T)+N(T) O<TcN
C * S(T)=DESIRED SIGNAL
C * ACT)=(1-B*T)EXP(-B*T) = ARTIFACT
C * N(T)=NOISE
C * THIS ?ROGRAM WILL ESTIMATE (LEAST SQRS)
C * THE PARAMETER B USING DATA IN A INTER-
C * VHERE S(T) IS KNOWN TO BE ZERO. THEN
C * WILL SUBTRACT IT FROM Y(T) AND RETURN
C * ESSENTIALLY Y(T)=S(T)+N(T)
C ***********************************$******8**
C
DIMENSION Y(300)
DIMENSION MY(300)
?RINT,"START AND STOP ART="
READ, L. N
PR INT,"TOTAL LENGHT="
READ, NA
PRINT,"ALPHA 0="
READ, ALPHA
XN=1 *N
B-=XN/ALPHA
PR INTJ "DATA="
READ,Y
PRINT "MEAN="
READ, XME
DO 10 Il=INA
Y(I )=t(Y( I )-XME)
10CONTINUJ E
DEL=1./N
XN=N
XL=L
E = XL / XlN
C
C ************* ITERATIONS
C
20M=M+1
XINT=0
XPR=O
XEN=0
DO 30 I=LN
XED=DEL*I
XINT =XINT+Y(I)*XED*DEL*(2-B*XED)*EXP(-B*XED)
XPR=XPR+Y( I )*( I -B*XED)*DEL*EX?(-B*XED)
XE N=.XEN+(( -B*XED)**2)*DEL*EXP( -2*B*XED)
30CONT INUE
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BA=XR/XEN
XINT-ABS (XINT/BA)
CALL PSITRI(XINTCEP)
ER=ABS ( ( C -B) /C )
40IF(M-30)50,60,60
50B=C
GOTO 20
60PRINT 70,CBA
70FORMAT ("ALPHA=", E 0 .4, 2X, "AMPL I TUDE=", E 10 .4 )
PRINT'" "
DO 80 I=1,NA
XED=DEL* I
MY( I )Y ( I )-BA* (1 -B*XD ) *EXP (-B*XED)
8SCONT INUE
M=A/9 + 1
DO 100 I=1,M
LI=9*(I- )+1
L2=9*I
PRINT 120,(MY(J).J-Ll*L2)
I 00CONTINUE
1 2 OF ORMAT ( 1 X. 9( 16 "," ) )
END
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C ********************PSITRI**** ********$***
SUBROUTINE PSITRI(X, BSEP)
M= 1
B=1
Y=2*B
IXALI= (1-(1+2*B-6*B*B+4*B*B*B)*EXP(-2*B))/(8*B*B)
D=EP*B
XAL2 = ( -( 1 +2*D- 6*D*D+4*D*D*D)*EXP(-2*D ))/(8*B*B)
XAL=XALI -XAL2
IF(X-XAL)2,30,3
2B=2*B
Y=2*3
GOTO 1
3M=M+1
Y= Y/2
IF(M-20)4, 30,30
4XAL1 =( 1 - ( 1 +2*B-6 *B*B+4B*B*B ) *EXP(-2*B))/(8$*BB)
D=EP*B
XAL2=( I -(1 +2*D-6*D*D+4*D*D*D)*EXP(-2*D) )/(8*B*B )
XAL XAL I - XAL2
IF (X-XAL)5 30,6
5B=B+Y/2
GOTO 3
6S=B-Y/2
GOTO 3
30B-B
RETU RN
END
- 174 -
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